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Nordax at a glance

Nordax holding AB and the Nordax Group was originally 

established in 2003 and is operating through the company 

Nordax Finans AB (publ). Nordax has gained a position as 

one of the leading niche consumer loan and saving busi-

nesses in the Nordic region. the experienced management 

team has developed a unique business model that has been 

proven to deliver attractive products, low risk and competi-

tive returns. From a centralised and highly scalable platform, 

Nordax provides unsecured loans to individuals of good 

credit standing across the Nordic region. Nordax’s advanced 

credit assessment process ensures that the risk to both the 

customer and the lender is contained. Nordax has a total of 

70,000 active loan customers in Sweden, Norway, Denmark 

and Finland. With funding from major banks, from investors 

in the ABS markets and deposits from the public, Nordax 

has a sustainable and diverse funding base. In addition, 

Nordax has a capitalisation ratio which is almost double the 

required level and a liquidity coverage ratio six times the 

required level as stipulated by Basel III. Nordax Finans AB 

(publ) is a public limited liability company and a registered 

creditmarket company under supervision of the Swedish 

Financial Supervisory Authority. 

A U D I t  R E P O R t

Audit report

To the annual meeting of the shareholders of Nordax Holding AB

Corporate identity number 556647–6718 

We have audited the annual accounts, the consolidated ac-

counts, the accounting records and the administration of the 

board of directors and the managing director of Nordax holding 

AB  for the year 2010. the company’s annual accounts and the 

consolidated accounts are included in the printed version on 

pages 30–48.the board of directors and the managing director 

are responsible for these accounts and the administration of the 

company as well as for the application of the Annual Accounts 

Act for Credit Institutions and Securities Companies when pre-

paring the annual accounts and the application of international 

fi nancial reporting standards IFRSs as adopted by the EU and 

the Annual Accounts Act when preparing the consolidated ac-

counts. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the annual 

accounts, the consolidated accounts and the administration 

based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally ac-

cepted auditing standards in Sweden. those standards require 

that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assur-

ance that the annual accounts and the consolidated accounts 

are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, 

on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclo-

sures in the accounts. An audit also includes assessing the 

accounting principles used and their application by the board 

of directors and the managing director and signifi cant estimates 

made by the board of directors and the managing director when 

preparing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts as 

well as evaluating the overall presentation of information in the 

annual accounts and the consolidated accounts. As a basis for 

my (our) opinion concerning discharge from liability, we exam-

ined signifi cant decisions, actions taken and circumstances of 

the company in order to be able to determine the liability, if any, 

to the company of any board member or the managing director. 

We also examined whether any board member or the manag-

ing director has, in any other way, acted in contravention of the 

Companies Act, the Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of As-

sociation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis 

for our opinion set out below.

the annual accounts have been prepared in accordance 

with the Annual Accounts for Credit Institutions and Securi-

ties Companies and give a true and fair view of the company’s 

fi nancial position and results of operations in accordance with 

generally accepted accounting principles in Sweden. the 

consolidated accounts have been prepared in accordance with 

international fi nancial reporting standards IFRSs as adopted 

by the EU and the Annual Accounts Act for Credit Institutions 

and Securities Companies and give a true and fair view of the 

group’s fi nancial position and results of operations. the statu-

tory administration report is consistent with the other parts of 

the annual accounts and the consolidated accounts.

We recommend to the annual meeting of shareholders 

that the income statements and balance sheets of the parent 

company and the group be adopted, that the profi t of the par-

ent company be dealt with in accordance with the proposal in 

the administration report and that the members of the board of 

directors and the managing director be discharged from liability 

for the fi nancial year.

Stockholm March 18, 2011

PricewaterhouseCoopers AB

Johan Månsson

Authorized Public Accountant 
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•  FSA approval 
•   Launch of lending activi-

ties in Sweden
•   Corporate funding facility 

with Danske Bank
•   Warehousing funding 

facility with Barclays

•   Launch of lending activity 
in Norway

•   Expansion through central 
platform

•   Warehousing funding 
facility with Citibank

•   Launch of lending activity 
in Denmark

•   Warehousing funding 
facility with Deutsche Bank

•   AbS term transaction in 
the European ABS market

Milestones

•  Nordax is established
•   Equity funding secured from 

Palamon Capital Partners

2003 2004 2005 2006



Well positioned in the attractive Nordic market 

Nordax has positioned itself as one of the leading providers of unsecured consumer loans for prime customers 

in the Nordic market. One of the underlying features of Nordax is the simplicity of its approach, focusing on 

loans distributed predominantly through direct marketing supported by a centralised platform in Sweden. Com-

petitors include traditional commercial banks, small niche players and operating credit institutions with ties to the 

retail sector. Market conditions vary from country to country, not only in terms of GDP levels and private con-

sumption behaviour, but more importantly in terms of access to high quality credit information and effectiveness 

of the legal collection process. With a well-proven business model, Nordax has great opportunities to expand its 

operations in existing markets as well as in new geographies.

•   Launch of lending activity in 
Finland

•   Original business plan 
achieved 18 months before 
plan

•   Warehousing funding  
facilities with Deutsche Bank

•   Strategic focus shift, from 
sales to collections as a 
result of the financial crises

•   Extension of Deutsche 
Bank and Danske Bank 
funding facilities 

•   Deposit product launch  
in Sweden

•   Deposit product launch  
in Norway

•   Onshore funding platform 
established, Deutsche 
Bank funding facility  
renewed

•   Vision Capital new owner 
•   Re start new lending in 

Sweden and Norway
•   Extension of Citibank and 

Deutsche Bank funding  
facilities

•   New funding facility with 
UBS

2007 2008 2009 2010

Norway
Lending since 2005, deposits since 2009

No. loans: 16,500 (15,700)
Consumer lending Dec, 31: SEK 2,140m (2,090)

No. deposit: 1,900 (600)
Deposits Dec, 31: SEK 570m (220)

Denmark
Lending 2006–2008 currently no new lending

No. loans: 4,900 (5,000)
Consumer lending Dec, 31: SEK 530m (710)

Sweden
Lending since 2004, deposits since 2008
No. loans: 21,400 (19,700)
Consumer lending Dec, 31: SEK 1,950m (1,720)
No. deposit: 8,100 (7,300)
Deposits Dec, 31: SEK 1,790m (1,930)

Finland 
Lending since 2007, deposits since 2011
No. loans: 7,500 (8,000)
Consumer lending Dec,31: SEK 560m (770) 
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2010 in brief

OPERATING HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Vision Capital acquires Nordax from 
Palamon Capital for total considera-
tion of €105 million.

•  Nordax re-launches lending activi-
ties to new customers in Sweden 
and Norway following a standstill in 
lending since the financial crisis 
emerged in 2008.

•  Nordax signed up a new warehouse 
funding facility with UBS. 

•  Extension of Citibank and Deutsche 
Bank funding facilities.

•  Launch of new deposit product in 
Sweden.

•  Norsk familieøkonomi named  
Nordax the Best Bank in Norway  
for deposits for NOK 50,000.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

•  Nordax reported an operating profit 
of SEK 143m (162), excluding  
currency effects. 

•  Sales volume of approximately SEK 
1,281m at a marketing cost of SEK 
28m; net receivables of SEK 
5,170m at year-end, which is SEK 
360m in growth since Nordax low 
point in august that year. 

•  Net credit losses reduced to SEK 
106m (210) which equates to 2.1% 
(3.6%) of average recievables.

•  Deposits of SEK 2,367m at year-end.

Key figures 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Operating Income, excl fx 31 106 227 344 598 505 389
Operating Profit, excl fx –23 10 54 92 131 162 143
Net receivables 665 1,604 3,188 5,015 6,271 5,291 5,170
Deposits – 7 10 10 4 2,147 2,367
Equity 194 202 93 159 248 382 419
Regulatory capital incl tier 2 194 202 143 209 397 532 614
Credit loss, % 0.3 0.4 0.8 1,0 2.4 3.6 2.1
Operating income %, excl fx 10.0 9.1 8.9 8.4 10.1 8.6 7.9
ROE, % neg. 5 34 72 61 58 28
Operating profit % ANR, excl fx neg. 0.9 2.1 2.3 2.2 2.8 2.9
Employees 14 26 46 70 88 76 73
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Statement by the Chairman of the Board

“I was delighted to be appointed Non-Executive 

Chairman in September 2010 after Nordax was ac-

quired by Vision Capital in July of that year. With its 

centralised platform Nordax brings a specialised ap-

proach to customers in the Nordic region providing 

medium-term unsecured loans principally via the di-

rect mail channel and also offering competitive retail 

savings products. It is very encouraging that feedback 

from customers is overwhelmingly positive. Vision 

Capital is supporting Nordax in realising its future po-

tential and the Board works closely with Morten Falch 

and the Executive Management team who are taking 

the Group to its next level of growth.”

“Good corporate governance enables us to create 

an environment of effective and prudent management 

to deliver long-term success. As Chairman, my main 

responsibility is to ensure that the Board sets the 

Group’s strategies, effectively manages risk and pro-

vides leadership to the Executive team as they run the 

company to ensure all stakeholders are catered for 

and to maximise shareholder value.”

“We have a highly talented team of people at Nor-

dax and they should be proud of what has been 

achieved in 2010. I am optimistic about the future of 

the company and together with the Board and our 

partners at Vision Capital we look forward to serving 

our customers and growing the business further over 

the coming year.”

Richard Pym,  

Chairman of the Board

“I am optimistic  
about the future  
of the company”

Richard Pym, Chairman of the Board
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Nordax has gained the position as a leading player in the Nordic market for unse-
cured consumer lending. As a co-founder of Nordax, I have always been convinced 
of what we could accomplish as a team. From the start we had many years of  
experience from handling risk, and I believe that we have developed some of the 
best risk assessment processes in the market by blending advanced statistical 
tools with careful craftsmanship. This is one of the cornerstones of Nordax’s well-
proven business model.

“With a proven 
business model 
Nordax is  
ready for growth”

Morten Falch, CEO
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Turning point

2010 was a turning point for Nordax. During the fi-

nancial market meltdown in 2008 and the following 

recession in 2009, we brought our lending services to 

new customers to a standstill in all markets. But as 

the macro-economic climate in Sweden and Norway 

has improved and stabilised, we have resumed lend-

ing in these markets. thus our day-to-day operations 

shifted from defensive to expansive actions. the re-

turn to normal business was also catalysed by our 

transition to new ownership. In terms of ownership 

and financial stability I am convinced that we have a 

perfect match with Vision Capital. Together we have 

already reinvigorated Nordax’s vision and aspirations.

In line with expectations

During the year, Nordax performed well and in line with 

our high expectations. Being able to report solid operat-

ing profits for six years in a row proves that our organisa-

tion has the necessary flexibility required to shift its focus 

as the economic environment rapidly changes and that 

our business model works in all aspects, especially in 

terms of managing, confining and controlling credit risk. 

Aside from relaunching our lending activities in 

Sweden and Norway, we have launched a new de-

posit product in Sweden and built the infrastructure 

required to take deposits in Finland. having been out 

of the market in terms of sales activities for almost 18 

months, we invested SEK 28m in marketing in 2010. 

this generated 7,480 new loan customers and new 

lending volume of SEK 1,281m. 

Our lower net yield of SEK 357.5m (464.4) is ex-

plained by a portfolio that was on average SEK 826m 

smaller in 2010 than in 2009. Excluding currency ef-

fects, we posted an operating profit of SEK 142.5 m, 

which is nearly level with the preceding year of SEK 

162m. this is a great achievement considering the re-

duced average loan portfolio.

Our credit losses were sharply reduced in 2010 to 

SEK 105.7m (209.8), or 2.1% (3.6%) of the average net 

receivables value. Of course this is a sign of the im-

proved economic environment, especially in Sweden 

and Norway. But it is also a tribute to our business 

model, in which the credit assessment process is a cor-

nerstone. Although losses have been reduced signifi-

cantly, we consider the reported credit loss level to be 

cyclically high in 2010. however rapid improvements in 

credit performance every quarter indicates that 2011 

moves towards normal levels.

Strong financial position

As a financial institution, trust, credibility and a strong 

financial position are fundamental to our very exist-

ence and future operations. Nordax has a strong bal-

ance sheet with regulatory equity of SEK 625m (capital 

cover ratio 1.8), which exceeds the statutory require-

ment by SEK 203m. In order to have both a sufficient 

buffer in case of another period of economic turmoil 

as well as the financial capacity necessary to expand 

our operations, no dividend will be paid out this year. 

At 2010 year-end our liquidity reserve portfolio ex-

ceeded SEK 1.7bn. 

Contained credit risk 

Nordax customers are typically 30 years or older, lead 

a stable life, have stable incomes and credible re-

cords of repaying their loans. having identified this 

prime segment, Nordax’s marketing strategy is to ac-

tively reach out to this group of people with robust 

and transparent product information. this approach is 

both cost-effective and reduces credit risk from the 

start. A decision to take on a loan should not be 

rushed. Our point of view is that no one should take a 

loan if he or she risks future economic difficulty. We 

regard that as a failure for us as well as for the cus-

tomer. to diminish such incidents, we have developed 
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and implemented a sophisticated and vigorous four-

step credit underwriting process that we follow metic-

ulously. Benchmarks we have seen lead us to believe 

that we generate higher portfolio credit quality levels 

than our “like for like” competitors in all four markets. 

Sticking to the established rules is essential in any 

good credit risk management process.

Despite these inherent core competencies in credit 

risk management, we cannot outperform the environ-

ment in which we operate. that is our experience 

from entering the Danish market. Of course we were 

aware of the peculiarities of the Danish environment 

beforehand, but we underestimated the effect of the 

shortfalls in such a deep crisis as we recently experi-

enced. In Denmark these include relatively poorer 

credit bureau data and an underdeveloped legal col-

lection process. the lesson has been costly and is 

one we will bring with us as we seek to develop new 

markets for Nordax’s business model. As for Den-

mark, our intention is to stay passive in that market 

until the necessary terms and regulations for the un-

secured consumer credits are in place.

Change of owner

In 2010 Nordax gained a new owner when Vision 

Capital acquired the shares held by Palamon Capital 

Partners. Palamon had been with us since the start 

with a stated investment horizon of 4–6 years. With 

Vision Capital, we have a solid long-term owner that 

is committed to contributing on many levels and who 

will enable Nordax to both grow and, more importantly, 

fulfil an even greater vision in a foreseeable future. Vi-

sion Capital brings a wealth of valuable expertise and 

perspectives. We have also strengthened the Board 

of Directors with two independent directors. Richard 

Pym is our new Chairman. Previously the CEO of Alli-

ance & Leicester plc (now a part of Santander) and a 

former board member of Old Mutual plc that owns 

Skandia, Richard is currently Chairman of UKAR Ltd, 

the holding company established to manage the ‘run 

off’ of the UK Government owned mortgage books of 

Bradford & Bingley plc and Northern Rock (Asset 

Management) plc with assets of more than £80bn.

Richard provides invaluable support to me and our 

executive team as we recommence our expansion 

program. Working with Richard is to work with some-

one who has walked the path before, and that can il-

luminate complicated matters. Arne Bernroth, a for-

mer senior executive at Skandia and Nordea, brings a 

Nordic banking perspective as well as Nordic culture 

to the table and will be a resource for the entire exec-

utive team.

Proven platform

Nordax’s core competencies in credit risk and target 

marketing are based on a central platform that has 

proved to be superior over the cycle when compared 

to like for like competitors. When several markets are 

involved and when it comes to managing a direct to 

market consumer credit operation, I am convinced 

that our business model will stand out as the pre-

ferred model in the future. the advantages of running 

the business from a central platform can be found 

primarily in the improved strategic dynamism, more 

effective control and compliance management, and 

more optimal resource allocation. It ensures that the 

entire team are up to date with regards to our priori-

ties. Our Stockholm office represents a melting pot 

with people from each of the markets who combine 

generic credit knowledge with specific knowledge 

about their individual markets. As we enter a new 

country we will use the core competencies within  

the existing team and add and broaden our expertise 

base to include the new markets peculiarities. All 

markets are unique and need customized solutions 

and individual calibration. Despite this, the core  

lending process has the same logic and approach  

in all markets.

Nordax is essentially a lending busi-
ness that also runs deposit programs. 
Our customers enjoy a transparent 
loan product and high quality person-
al services. Nordax seeks to have the 
highest underwriting standards in the 
industry. 
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Outstanding flexibility

Nordax has a team of competent, dedicated, proud 

and loyal co-workers. From our offices in Stockholm 

we work closely together in a very flexible organisa-

tion. During the period of the financial crisis when our 

sales activities were down, the entire organisation 

shifted focus to collections. Of course, this was chal-

lenging, but looking back I can say that it also strength-

ened us. We have gained valuable experience from 

these change projects, which we are now using in our 

current activities as well as to develop our business 

model further. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors and myself, I 

want to express sincere gratitude for the outstanding 

performance of each and everyone at Nordax. Not 

only have they performed the assignments that they 

are trained and employed for, they have also been 

keen to acquire new skills and learn new tasks, and 

thereby contribute to different areas of our operations. 

this has been extremely valuable for our ability to 

adapt to the opportunities and challenges we have 

and will no doubt again encounter. It makes Nordax a 

more interesting work place for people that want job 

variation.  

Profitable growth

the financial crisis has certainly proved that “big” 

does not necessarily equal “strong”, that swift adapt-

ability is a prerequisite for enduring success, that ex-

cessive risk-taking can be fatal, and that margins 

must be high enough to generate sustainable earn-

ings throughout a full economic cycle. 

Profitable growth is our main strategy. We will only 

accept business or enter new market segments that 

will make a positive contribution to our target pre tax-

operating profit of 4–6%. this also explains our con-

sistently applied, focused product and service offer-

ing. Although we have the platform and the 

knowledge to run far a broader spectrum of credit 

products, we choose to stay focused on consumer 

loans and prefer to expand geographically rather than 

to move into lower return or higher risk products with-

in our current markets.

Now that 2011 dawns on us we are evaluating 

several interesting strategic business opportunities for 

Nordax. the highest priority is the re-launch of lending 

activities in Finland later this year. In parallel with that 

we will continue to analyze the German market, which 

we see as a next logical step for Nordax. On the fund-

ing side, we will soon come to the point when it 

makes sense to re-start the securitisation process for 

the portfolios that we have built up from our re-

launched lending activities in Sweden and Norway.  

If 2010 was a turning point away from defensive work, 

I already know that careful and controlled expansion 

will be the theme for Nordax in 2011.

Stockholm, 16 March 2011

Morten Falch, CEO

Deposits are a simpler business both in terms of marketing and  
that there is no complicated underwriting process. However, the  
deposit processing must be engineered and performed immaculately. 
Our deposit customers enjoy some of the highest rates in the market. 
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Nordax role and raison d’être is to serve the emerging and growing desire to pay 
as we consume by providing individuals credit and to conduct this service in a pro-
fessional and responsible way that takes all stakeholders’ interests into account.

VisiON 

Nordax is a pan-Nordic player in the non-mortgage 

consumer credit market with a vision to become a 

pan-European player and thus evolve the industry 

from being strictly multi-domestic to also becoming 

truly regional. Nordax is building an operating platform 

and environment where core competencies can flour-

ish through the proximity of experts facilitated by 

cross-functional forums that cultivate collaboration 

and project taskforces. 

Our four strategic priorities 

Profitable growth

Nordax’s ambition is to double its lending volume in 

three years without compromising the goal of an pre tax 

operating profit of 4–6%. Even though organic growth in 

the Nordics is our number one priority, Nordax is also 

evaluating opportunities to enter other geographic mar-

kets and make possible acquisitions.

Secure funding

to secure funding over time, Nordax strives to have a 

diversity of funding sources. Long-term relationships 

have been established with major international banks. 

Nordax also uses the ABS market. In recent years  

retail deposits have become an increasingly important 

cornerstone of the funding strategy.

Customer orientation

Nordax is dedicated to giving professional and per-

sonal service to its customers. the product offerings 

must be competitive and attractive in the market.

All lending customers are individually assessed 

through Nordax’s credit assessment process. Nor-

dax’s view is that any credit loss is a failure both for 

the company and the customer. 

Attractive working environment

to attract and retain the right people, Nordax’s ambi-

tion is to create an operating platform and an environ-

ment where core competencies can flourish through 

the proximity of experts.

As a fairly small company, Nordax has developed 

a positive work culture built on active and professional 

management, fast decision-making and low adminis-

trative overload. In Nordax’s office in Stockholm, vari-

ous nationalities, specialists and competencies work 

together in teams. the business culture encourages 

learning and sharing of experience across and among 

all teams. 

Strategy for profitable growth  
from a unique central platform

Teemu Laine

“I moved to Stockholm from Finland almost four years ago to work 

for Nordax. This was both a way of trying out life in Sweden, and a 

way to get into the financial industry. I really appreciate the drive here 

at Nordax, the way we always find ways forward and constantly are 

on the lookout for new initiatives. The business is characterized by 

teamwork – we all strive towards a common goal.”



Our four strategic priorities

Nordax focus areas in 2011

•   Ramp up sales in Sweden and Norway
•  Re-launch lending in Finland
•   Evaluate expansion opportunities in 

northern Europe

Nordax focus areas in 2011

•   Continue to involve and promote  
employees

•  Share success with employees
•   New office to enhance physical  

environment

Nordax focus areas in 2011 

•   maintain and expand relations with  
established banking partners

•  Launch Finnish deposit taking
•   Norwegian and Swedish AbS  

transactions

Nordax focus areas in 2011 

•  Continue to offer high utility products
•   Enhance underwriting standards  

further
•  Improve website
•  become more available to customers

Customer 
orientation

Profitable 
growth

Secure 
funding

Attractive 
working  

environment

V I S ION ,  STR ATEgy  &  bUS INESS  mODEL

Business model
Products

•   Unsecured loan  
(max. €35,000)

•   Term: max 12 years
•   Payment protection  

insurance
Pricing

•   Variable interest rate
•   Pricing on new sales based  

on price  
elasticity testing

•   Interest rate based  
on loan size/credit risk

Financial prudence

•   Diverse and robust funding; 
banks warehouse lines, ABS, 
deposits

•   Cautious capital levels,  
significant buffers

•   Strong liquidity buffers
Credit risk

•   Four step underwriting  
process

•  Prudent approval rates
•   Sophisticated underwriting  

process

Positioning

•   Target prime customers that 
lead stable lives

•   Focus on people that are 30 
years or older with proven  
payback records

•   Direct mail, an effective way to 
reach out to customers

Central platform

•   Strategic dynamism
•   Control and compliance
•  Cost saving

Nordax
business

model  
overview
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Anja Fagerström

“The flexibility – demonstrated by both management and staff during 

the financial downturn - is certainly one of our key strengths. I have 

been working at Nordax for three years and I was one of the many 

employees that switched work tasks when we went from focusing on 

sales to devote more time nurturing our existing customer base. Now, 

it feels good to be back on track and re-focus on new business.”

Superior and unique central platform

Nordax has a highly scalable platform structured for 

further growth and geographic expansion. 

Nordax operates through a highly efficient and cen-

tralised platform from which all its geographic markets 

are served. All primary activities in Nordax’s well defined 

value chain are connected to customer relations. Nor-

dax has a single office in Stockholm, where it has its en-

tire infrastructure and employs nationals from all four 

countries to serve existing and potential customers. 

Nordax has identified core competencies which are es-

sential to the business, and those are kept in-house 

while certain other more standardised processes are 

outsourced. 

the major advantages of the centralized platform in-

clude improved strategic dynamism, more effective 

control and compliance management, and more opti-

mal resource allocation. It ensures that the entire team 

is up to date with regards to Nordax’s priorities. the 

platform has proved to be scalable, as shown by Nor-

dax’s pan-Nordic expansion. It has also proved to be 

flexible and outstanding in terms of handling the finan-

cial turmoil.

Competitive lending and saving products 

Nordax offers simple, unsecured consumer loans to 

prime customers primarily via sophisticated and effec-

tive direct mail sourcing channels.

Nordax’s deposit-taking has grown to become an-

other cornerstone in the company’s diversified fund-

ing strategy and thus give Nordax more flexibility and 

independence. From the customer’s perspective, Nor-

dax’s deposits offerings are a very competitive alter-

native to traditional banks.

Read more on page 18.

Reducing credit risk

Nordax employs a highly sophisticated and thorough 

four-step credit underwriting process. the process is 

designed to identify prime customers with conserva-

tive risk profiles. 

Read more on page 14.

Funding

Nordax seeks to optimise its funding structure with a 

combination of warehouse facilities, ABS programs 

and retail deposits. Nordax focuses on on-balance 

sheet funding in Sweden, Norway and Finland.

Read more on page 16.

Collections

Nordax has an advanced collection organisation,  

ensuring superior risk management through state-of-

the-art tools and a sophisticated and active collection 

process. the foundation of all collection activities is to 

reach out to the customer and determine the cause of 

the problem: is it just carelessness and lack of prioriti-

sation and structure, is it a spending problem that the 

customer has, or is it an income problem? In every 

case we strive to find mutual, beneficial solutions for 

the customer and for Nordax. 

1 0
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Historically the consumer credit market has grown faster than GDP. Some  
argue that GDP growth is dependent on growth in credit supply and that this 
makes the consumer credit market’s future very attractive. 

the Nordic consumer credit market is structurally dif-

ferent from the consumer credit markets of the UK, 

the US and parts of Continental Europe. Data is more 

readily available, the collections regime is more fa-

vourable, and the competitive environment is more 

conservative. the recent market turmoil has yet again 

proven the importance of these market fundamentals. 

When slowly leaving the crisis behind us, the Nordic 

unsecured credit market stands out as very favoura-

ble, with sound indebtedness levels and lower risk 

levels compared to other European markets. 

Morten Falch, CEO of Nordax, comments:

“the Nordic market is exceptionally attractive, and 

more international players on the Continent are realis-

ing this and turning their attention north. Sweden, 

Norway and Finland have on a national level managed 

the financial turmoil better than many other European 

countries. this is to some extent also true for Denmark, 

however, the Danish market is struggling with signifi-

cantly inferior conditions for consumer credits in gen-

eral; Danish credit bureaus have far less data to facili-

tate credit decisions and the legal collection process 

is underdeveloped making it more difficult to entice 

customers to live up to their obligations.” 

Sweden and Norway – Nordax’s main markets

Nordax´s two main geographic markets are Sweden 

and Norway. the Swedish consumer credit market 

size is SEK 175bn, and it has showed an average 

growth rate of 9% over the past ten years. Looking 

more specifically at unsecured loans, this segment is 

estimated to approximately SEK 73bn, of which Nor-

dax, with SEK 1.7bn in accounts receivable, has a 

2.3% market share. the Swedish indebtedness level 

in relation to GDP indicates that the Swedish market 

is significantly less mature than many of its European 

peers. 

Jacob Lundblad, Deputy CEO of Nordax, com-

ments:

“Although the market growth has been rather con-

fined during 2009 and 2010, I believe that we have a 

great growth potential in Sweden. We are in a market 

with relatively high turnover; generally 15–25% of the 

market is substituted each year, providing plenty of 

room for players like Nordax to grow its market share. 

Also considering the fact that the Nordic markets 

have a low indebtedness level and considering the 

current situation with a reduced supply side, I believe 

that there is great opportunity for us to increase mar-

ket share over the coming years. the monoline focus 

on unsecured consumer loans and the core compe-

tencies we have in credit risk and marketing makes 

Nordax very competitive. Finally, the slow market 

growth lately is very much linked to the recession; re-

member that the consumer credit market typically 

grows twice as fast or more than the growth in GDP. 

So as the economy picks up, so will the growth in the 

consumer credit market.”

the Norwegian consumer credit market grew by 

an average of 11% a year between 2005 and 2010. 

With regards to indebtedness in relation to GDP,  

Norway shows the same pattern as Sweden which 

implies that the market growth potential is higher than 

many other European countries. the Norwegian mar-

ket is concentrated and dominated by a handful of 

large banking groups. And as in Sweden, international, 

Market outlook for Nordic Consumer Credits

Daniel Skoglund

“Nordax is a non-hierarchical organization with a flat structure. I always 

feel that I can talk to the managers, and they are happy to listen to and 

discuss my ideas. My assignment is to help people who, for various 

reasons, have difficulties repaying their loans. I feel this is an important 

and fulfilling work task”. 
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specialised consumer credit companies have entered 

the market, making the Norwegian and Swedish mar-

ket structures very similar. Of the roughly SEK 52bn in 

total consumer credits outstanding nationwide (exclud-

ing mortgages and collateralised loans), Nordax holds 

a market share of 4,1%. 

A close correlation can be drawn between GDP 

growth and growth in consumer loans. When GDP 

rises, so does demand for loans, which again increas-

es GDP growth. this has been the case in the Nordic 

countries as well as in most western countries for 

several generations. thus consumer credit is not a 

poor man or poor society phenomenon, on the con-

trary. the fundamental change that drives credit us-

age growth is a shift in attitude towards loans, as the 

general level of prosperity and standard of living reach 

a point where the material standard for future genera-

tions is no longer a cause of concern. Increasingly, 

people accept loans as an alternative to savings, and 

prefer to pay as they consume instead of pushing 

purchases into the future. this incentive represents a 

profound and society-wide cultural shift, and as it  

materialises, demand for loans is expected to contin-

ue growing in pace with the increase in private con-

sumption. 

Competition 

the Nordic consumer credit market has attracted the 

attention of international banks and specialised Europe-

an consumer finance companies since the early 1990s. 

however, the barriers to entry are high and the specifici-

ties of the Nordic market – which contribute to making 

it so attractive – also make it difficult to manoeuvre with 

a strategy developed for another part of the world. As 

Morten Falch notes: 

“Nordax’s strategy is customised for the local mar-

ket, and this benefits us. Most international players ar-

gue that their approach is multi-domestic, meaning 

very responsive to local needs and circumstances. As 

we summarize the recent market turmoil I think, how-

ever, we can conclude that international players might 

have underestimated the importance of local peculiari-

ties. Our approach is unique in the segment; we have a 

centralised platform it is easy to expand upon, and it is 

designed to cater for the local differences in each mar-

ket while in the same time providing the necessary size 

to create a dynamic environment for expert people to 

flourish in. So far this strategy has proved very suc-

cessful, and we are excited to continue developing it.” 

the banks are offering unsecured loans as one 

among many products – often as a complement or 

add-on to another loan, such as a mortgage. In con-

trast, Nordax has a niche offering. Jacob Lundblad 

explains: 

“the consumer finance segment includes many 

products that we currently do not offer, including 

credit cards, installments, factoring, and so on. We 

have the know-how and could essentially work with 

all these products. the reason we don’t is because at 

present, unsecured loans are far more attractive and 

profitable. Demand is rising, the outlook is positive, 

margins are stable and credit risk is better contained.” 

“At this stage, it would simply not be rational for 

Nordax to set up another product line. We want to 

grow with profitability, not at its expense. Of course, 

circumstances may change, and when they do, we 

will adapt.” 

So rather than growing through an expanded 

product range, Nordax seeks to extend its current  

offering into new geographic markets, leveraging on 

the potential for economies of scale that is built into 

the company’s centralised platform. 

Estimated market overview Norway Estimated market overview Sweden

High street bank 53%
Credit market  

company 16%

Niche bank 31%

High street bank 67%
Credit market  
company 8%

Niche bank 25%
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Risk 

Nordax takes a conservative approach to risk and 

strives to minimise all types of uncertainty. the com-

pany does not intend to make money by extending its 

risk exposure, but gives priority to stability over the 

cycle while adhering to strict risk policies. Neverthe-

less, being a credit market company, risk is a central 

factor in all Nordax’s business and activities. Jacob 

Lundblad talks about Nordax’s risk strategy:

“there are so many uncertainties out there, and 

we always prepare for the worst. I would say our 

most effective protection against risks is our flexibility. 

We know that change is the only constant, and we 

are constantly adapting to shifting circumstances.”

“Prior to 2008, we were often questioned about 

our conservative approach and the long-term lending 

facilities we persist to keep. When problems began to 

appear in the wider market in 2008, Nordax had long-

er lending facilities than most of its competitors. Dur-

ing the downturn, we also performed better than our 

peers. I think that today, few question our approach.”

“Risk has a price. During some periods, we could 

make more money by using more of our liquidity re-

serve. But this would be riskier, and we are not inter-

ested in that. Rather, we are prepared to pay to mini-

mise risks and maintain optionality. this has always 

been our stance, and if not before, then recent years 

should be proof to anyone that it is worth it.”

there are certain risk factors that Nordax cannot 

control. the macroeconomic environment is rarely 

stable, and the political and social situation is tightly 

linked to the financial system. Morten Falch elabo-

rates: 

“Most risks that we are exposed to are not specific 

to Nordax, and the degree to which we can minimise 

or even foresee these varies. thus, Nordax always 

strives to plan and think about what potential future 

scenarios there may be. this means that contingency 

planning is a central part of how we manage the busi-

ness for the long run. Sustainable strategies and al-

ways keeping your options open in all phases of the 

business are crucial for long-term success. these ide-

as are all reflected in our funding strategy, credit risk 

strategy, product positioning, and customer manage-

ment.”

Describing how Nordax is extremely prudent in 

everything it does, including regularly stress-testing 

the company, Morten Falch says: “We are in the busi-

ness of managing risks, so we have to make sure that 

we have the credit quality and the margins to keep us 

rolling even when the surrounding world becomes tur-

bulent. In 2008, when we started to see problems on 

the horizon, we did not know how bad it would get. 

But looking back, we can see that we could have 

managed a dip even double the size of what actually 

happened and endured it for a far longer time.”

the outlook for the Nordic market is positive. With 

stable structures and resumed growth, companies 

are reporting strong results, suggesting that the na-

tional markets are well on the way to recovery. how-

ever, small, export-led economies are never more sta-

ble than the surrounding world, and even though the 

previous fears of a double dip in early 2011 seem to 

have subsided, there are still many uncertainties. In 

this environment, Nordax continues to stick to its con-

servative approach while carefully monitoring the wid-

er economy.

M A R K E t

Eeva-Liisa Carlsson

“Here at Nordax, there are always lots of things happening, we are 

constantly moving forward with new projects and challenges. It’s 

great fun and makes the days simply fly away. Work tasks are varied 

and develops even if one stays in the same position.”
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Nordax’s main activity is to provide unsecured loans to private customers. As in  
all lending, risk is a central aspect of Nordax’s operations. Nordax takes a very 
conservative approach to handling and managing risk, with no aim to make  
extra profits by increasing the company’s risk exposure.

Credit risk starts with marketing

At Nordax, the risk assessment process begins when 

we design our product characteristics and our mar-

keting campaigns. how we position and market our 

product has an significant impact on the ultimate 

credit risk level in the portfolio. thus our marketing 

team has an extensive credit risk background. And 

much of the statistical analysis that we do in the mar-

keting area is derived from our work in credit risk. One 

of our competitive advantages is our direct mail pro-

gram where we reach out to clusters of prospective 

customers. Using sophisticated data analysis pro-

grams that look at a range of demographic variables, 

we are able to optimize our targeting in terms of bal-

ancing response level with quality of applications. the 

mailing program has been a cornerstone of our sales 

machine and will continue to be so in the foreseeable 

future. Good quality applications is a good start for 

the underwriting process.

Underwriting – blending statistics  

with careful craftsmanship

With five members of the management team having 

senior credit risk background, we are only too aware 

that avoiding defaults and minimising credit losses is 

fundamental to the company’s existence and success. 

At Nordax we have developed a unique credit under-

writing process for handling loan applications. the 

model, which combines statistics with craftsmanship, 

has evolved over the years and is constantly being im-

proved and strengthened. 

the credit underwriting model comprises several 

levels, and Nordax’s comparably low default rate can 

be credited to the combined steps of the process. Be-

fore a lending application can be approved, a range of 

variables are evaluated. As far as possible, the model 

is standardised, making applications run smoothly 

through the process. We recognise, however, that cer-

tain aspects cannot be standardised and require per-

sonal handling. Nordax educates its administrators 

and provides them with a clear framework, specifying 

how ambiguities should be dealt with. Credit assess-

ment should not be subjective, and Nordax handles all 

applications from its central platform in Stockholm, 

where our experienced team that first developed the 

model is gathered. Working with the model on a day-

to-day basis, the team ensures professional and com-

petent handling of each application.

Our rigorous underwriting process has proved effi-

ciently to weed out bad applications from good ones. 

historically, approval rates have been around 25–30%. 

Approval rates in 2010 were higher, which reflects an 

improvement in the quality of applications. this is a 

trend that has been driven by a somewhat milder 

competitive climate and a pent-up demand given the 

low supply in recent years. the recent financial crisis 

also provided an opportunity to further improve our 

underwriting tools, as were learned during the tough 

years where our model could be sharpened.

Once approved, the overwhelming majority of our 

borrowers pay their loans in accordance with the 

agreed payment plan. Still, there will always be a cer-

tain percentage of borrowers that have trouble meet-

ing their payment obligations. 

If a borrower encounters difficulties in repaying a 

loan, it is not only a problem for the customer, but also 

for Nordax. It is in everyone’s interest to prevent such 

a situation from occurring and escalating, and if it 

does, it is up to Nordax to assure that the collection 

process runs as smoothly as possible. If a customer is 

late making a payment, Nordax immediately reaches 

out to the customer to find out what has gone wrong. 

In assessing the problem, the company relies on a 

comprehensive range of strategies for helping the cus-

tomer and uses its flexible model to find a solution that 

can be adjusted to fit the individual’s specific situation.

If a customer has failed to make a payment for 90 

days, the case is forwarded to an external debt col-

lection company. 

Activities in 2010

In March 2010, new lending activities were resumed in Sweden and 
Norway following a pause since September 2008, when the finan-
cial crisis peaked and focus was shifted to collection. In early 2011 
Nordax is preparing to re-launch lending activities also in Finland. 
Activities in Denmark will not be resumed until necessary terms and 
regulations for unsecured consumer credits have been established 
at the national level. 

The lending process - our core competence

1 4
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The credit underwriting process

The four steps of the underwriting process are supported by automatic and manual check points to ensure that 

all procedures are carried out with satisfactory results. The check point procedure has been developed using an 

aircraft pilot’s check list as a best practice. Through this practice, the human error factor is substantially reduced. 

It is a simple, but very powerful tool.

1. Policy rules
Nordax has formulated a set of policy rules, ensuring automatic rejec-
tion of applicants who do not meet certain minimum criteria. The poli-
cy rules establish, among other things, a minimum income level, a 
minimum age, absence of a history of bad debt, etc. When it comes 
to the policy rules, Nordax makes no exceptions; if an applicant does 
not meet them all, it does not matter how well he or she meets the 
other criteria – he or she can still not be granted a loan.

2. Referral rules
In the credit application process, the applicant 
provides Nordax with certain information. In the 
second step of the process, this information is 
compared with data from other sources. If the 
two sets of information are not consistent, the 
referral rules sort out the application for further 
investigation. A process is then set in motion – 
analysing the information in depth, sorting out 
discrepancies and inconsistencies. For a safe 
and sound credit decision to be made, all infor-
mation must be satisfactory verified. 

Efficient and competitive handling of the referral 
rules is true craftsmanship.

3. Scoring
Scoring is the entirely statistical part of the un-
derwriting process. Nordax has developed an in-
ternal score model customized for the company’s 
specific customer segment in the Nordic market. 
The model is based on information provided by 
the national credit bureau in combination with 
application information provided by the customer. 
The data is applied in a regression analysis that 
identifies variables that predict the customers  
future credit behaviour. 

Nordax recognises that personal handling can 
never be replaced entirely by statistical data.  
That said, there are aspects a statistical model 
can never pick up. One needs to understand the 
language of statistics and determine when it is a 
good tool and when common sense or a comple-
mentary consumer behaviour analysis is required. 
Nordax’s applied statistics team is one of the 
most experienced in northern Europe, and is well-
versed on the peculiarities of consumer lending.

4. Limit assignment
In the final stage of the underwriting process, the limit matrix 
governs the maximum loan amount that a specific customer 
can be granted. The limit matrix considers the score in com-
bination with the customer’s income, resulting in a cap on the 
amount that can be approved. Depending on a specific cus-
tomer’s risk level, Nordax adjusts the interest rate to reflect 
the borrower’s individual situation.

Denied a loan  Approved for a loan

Denied

Denied

Denied
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To manage financing efficiently, Nordax has developed a funding structure with 
three main sources: bank warehouse funding, funding via the European ABS 
market, and retail deposits in Sweden and Norway.

Nordax’s funding strategy

In order to minimize liquidity and refinancing risk for 

the full maturity of assets, Nordax’s long-term funding 

strategy is to securitise consumer loans in the bond 

market. During a seasoning period, until a portfolio’s 

size and risk performance history reaches an accept-

able level for the rating agencies and investors, the 

portfolio is funded by highly rated international banks 

or with retail deposits.

The European ABS market

Nordax’s source of long-term funding is the interna-

tional bond market, in which Nordax issues ABS (As-

set Backed Securities). these are bonds secured by 

consumer loans and the cash flows that they gener-

ate. For Nordax, this type of long-term funding is pre-

ferred as it minimises liquidity and refinancing risks. 

Johan Franzén, Treasurer at Nordax, explains:

“We have access to the international bond market 

thanks to the know-how and experience of our man-

agement team, the extensive portfolio information 

available from our risk management systems, and the 

reputation and relationships we have established in 

the international ABS market.

“the aim of our funding strategy is to secure fund-

ing while minimising liquidity risk. Our loans to private 

customers have a maturity of up to twelve years. We 

need to make sure that we have enough long term 

funding to cover this period. the European ABS bond 

market in which we operate is one of the biggest and 

most reliable markets in the world and the credit per-

formance of European ABS has generally been very 

solid, even through the tough test brought by the fi-

nancial downturn in 2008 and 2009. this makes it 

ideal for our needs.”

to manage the issuance of ABS bonds and to se-

cure bank funding facilities, Nordax has established a 

structure in which portfolios of consumer loans are 

placed in separate subsidiaries of Nordax’s, each 

subsidiary keeping the pledged assets for a bond is-

sue or a bank funding facility. Nordax worked with 

three funding banks in 2010: Citigroup, Deutsche 

Bank, and UBS.

“We are very proud to have relationships with 

these global banks” says Franzén. “They are among 

the biggest and most creditable banks in the world, 

and the fact that they cooperate with us shows that 

they have faith in our business model. I see this as 

proof of Nordax’s quality.”

the banks fund new consumer loans on a contin-

uous basis until a portfolio has reached critical mass 

in terms of volume and historical risk performance. 

When that happens, it is rated and sold to institutional 

investors in the ABS bond market. the maturity of the 

bond issued is at least as long as the maturity of the 

underlying portfolio of consumer loans, meaning that 

investors commit funding for a long period of time. 

thereby the liquidity and refinancing risk is eliminated 

for that part of the portfolio. Nordax provides the ABS 

investors with monthly reports on the portfolio perfor-

mance during the entire life of the transaction. these 

are published on the website www.scl-ir.com. 

Nordax issued its first ABS bonds in 2006, when 

the Swedish portfolio was sold to 30 European inves-

tors. In 2011, Nordax plans to do ABS transactions 

backed by Norwegian and Swedish porfolios.

Solid and secure funding 

Mike Kirkegaard

“Of the employers that I have worked for, Nordax is the one offering 

most professional opportunities and career paths. Since I joined, I 

have had a range of different kinds of responsibilities, for instance I 

was involved in building up our client services-function. Irrespectively 

of role, I have always felt highly involved in both decisions taken, the 

developments and results of the various projects that I have been 

involved in.” 
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Funding company

Nordax Finans AB (publ)

Supervised by the Swedish FSA

1. 
Nordax makes a  

loan to a customer.

Nordax funding subsidiary

Consolidated Swedish  
Bankruptcy Remote SPV

2.  
Loans are transferred  

and pledged to a bank  
warehouse lender.

Asset Backed Security  
(ABS) subsidiary

Consolidated Swedish  
Bankruptcy Remote SPV

3.  
When enough loans have  
been gathered, they are  

transferred to a subsidiary  
that sells bonds to investors.

Funding providersConsumer loans

Asset Backed Securities (ABS) 

The Nordax funding platform

ABS are bonds that are secured by the cash flow of an underlying pool of assets. In Nordax’s case the bonds are 

backed by the payments that customers make on their loans. Since a pool consists of a large number of con-

sumer loans that are unlikely to default at the same time, bonds can be issued with very high credit ratings. Nor-

dax sells most of its bonds with the highest AAA ratings.The ABS market is one of the largest and most liquid 

bond markets in the world and in 2010 more than EUR 380bn of European ABS bonds were issued. 

Retail deposits

Bank ABS warehouse lenders

Institutional ABS Investors
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Retail deposit-taking 

Bond markets around the world experienced great 

turmoil throughout the financial crisis in 2008 and 

2009 and most banks around the world had prob-

lems raising funding.

“All our funding providers have stayed with us 

throughout the tough years and have continued to 

have confidence in our business model,” says Fran-

zén. “That said, of course the crisis affected us. In late 

2008 and 2009, access to liquidity was limited every-

where and the banks renegotiated the terms of our 

agreements. At this stage, we felt we needed a com-

plement to our bank and ABS bond funding, which is 

why we decided to launch our own deposit-taking 

operation.” 

Nordax launched deposits in Sweden in 2008 and 

in Norway in 2009 and is about to launch in Finland 

during 2011. Making the company less dependent on 

banks and bond markets, deposit-taking is a comple-

mentary source of funding for Nordax. By year-end 

2010 Nordax had a total of SEK 2,367 million in out-

standing deposits in Sweden and Norway. 

“Long-term funding via the AbS market and de-

posit-taking are fundamentally different sources of 

funds. they complement each other very well and 

make our funding more diversified” Franzén says. 

Financial risk 

Nordax’s financial risk strategy is designed to mini-

mise risk. Franzén comments: 

“We do not seek to make money by increasing our 

financial risk exposure. Rather, we strive to make 

money by focusing on our core business – consumer 

lending.” 

to this end, Nordax keeps interest rate risk and 

FX-risk (the risk of movements in the interest rate or 

currency markets affecting Nordax’s financial results) 

at an absolute minimum. 

Liquidity risk 

the most important financial risks for Nordax to man-

age are liquidity and refinancing risk, thus we have a 

number of rules to cater for this. We have also a set 

of monitoring processes to ensure that we follow the 

rules at all times.

this conservative management can be measured 

in terms of the proposals made in the Basel III guide-

lines to be implemented in 2018. the proposed Basel 

rules on liquidity and refinancing risk are outlined in its 

requirements for Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and 

Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) and Nordax far sur-

passes these future requirements. Nordax also main-

tains capital coverage ratios well above regulatory 

minimum requirements.

By the end of December 2010, all of Nordax’s as-

sets had funding in place for the next one year and 

eleven months and the average maturity of all funding 

was higher than the average maturity of all assets.

to establish a transparent and ongoing dialogue 
with stakeholders, Nordax has created a dedicat-
ed website for investors, banks and rating agen-
cies, where stakeholders can find compre-hensive 
reports, updated on a monthly basis, that describe 
performance within the portfolios. 
See www.scl-ir.com/

Henriette Valsö

“I work as a credit analyst for both the Norwegian and the Swedish 

market. At Nordax, we evaluate each and every lending application 

fully, and the credit underwriting process that we use is based on 

long experience. When we have carefully checked that all information 

is correct and complete, we assure that each client gets a safe and 

individual credit assessment.” 
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Nordax takes corporate responsibility seriously and seeks to accommodate all 
stakeholders since it’s imperative for our future performance and existence. It is 
simply the right thing to do. 

Building trust is good business

Nordax plays an important role for its stakeholders, 

and gaining their trust and confidence is of fundamen-

tal importance. Owners, customers, authorities, 

banks, partners and employees should always be 

confident that Nordax operates well within applicable 

laws and regulations. Nordax also takes actions to at-

tract and retain customers, employees and business 

partners for the long term. 

Owners: Nordax’s ambition is to be an attractive 

investment for existing and future owners. Nordax is 

owned both by its management and by Funds man-

aged by the private equity firm Vision Capital. The 

owners carry on a close dialogue regarding strategy, 

goals and performance. their joint ambition can be 

divided into four areas, each representing a strategic 

priority: Profitable growth, Secure funding, Customer 

orientation and Attractive workplace. Nordax’s busi-

ness model is designed to support organic growth 

and sustainable performance. As a strong financial 

position is necessary not only to meet regulatory re-

quirements, but also to have the financial muscle re-

quired to grow the business in new markets and stay 

solid during economic turmoil, the decision has been 

made that no dividend shall be paid out for 2010.

Customers: Nordax strives to provide professional, 

personal service to all its customers. Nordax’s em-

ployees are proud and competent, and work with a 

high sense of integrity. In accordance with Nordax’s 

“nine working principles”, the employees have devel-

oped a company-specific business culture and work 

environment. this, together with Nordax’s unique cen-

tral platform, serves to assure all customers that Nor-

dax offers competitive and attractive lending and sav-

ings products. In 2010 Nordax re-launched its loan 

offering in Sweden and Norway, and launched a new 

deposit account in Sweden. Nordax is often found at 

the top of lists rating the best savings accounts. One 

example is when Norsk familieøkonomi in 2010 

named Nordax as the Best Bank in Norway for de-

posits for NOK 50,000. As described on page 9,  

Nordax has a proven business model, where the 

credit assessment process is a key cornerstone. Nor-

dax strives to minimise the risk of credit losses, which 

is in the best interest of Nordax as well as its custom-

ers. At Nordax we always give our customers clear 

and relevant information on the terms and conditions 

of our lending and savings products. to further im-

prove and facilitate communication with customers, 

Nordax is developing its website in 2011. 

Authorities: As a licensed credit market company, 

Nordax is under the supervision of the Swedish  

Financial Supervisory Authority. Nordax welcomes 

regulations that strengthen customers’ rights and op-

portunities to make sound decisions when taking on  

a loan or putting their money into a savings account. 

Nordax also sees the positive effects of harmonising 

various national regulations as new EU regulations are 

adopted. 

Banks: Nordax has built strong relations with three 

highly respected international banks: Citibank, 

Deutsche Bank and UBS. the funding providers are 

normally involved in the refinancing of the funded port-

folio in the European ABS market. For the Nordax 

Building trust is good business

Anna Qvarfordt

“I joined Nordax six months ago and have long experience from  

Customer Relations. I think it is very positive that we prioritize cus-

tomer services, and that we have so many employees devoted to 

this area. It is worth noting that Nordax continues to focus on  

customer relationships even in a period of company growth.”
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management team, maintaining good relations with 

funding partners is a high priority. In this context, trans-

parent and reliable financial reporting is fundamental.

Partners: In line with its ambition of being an effi-

cient and flexible organisation with focus on its core 

competencies, Nordax outsources certain labour-in-

tensive tasks to specialist subcontractors. For exam-

ple, Nordax works with leading actors in the Nordic 

countries in such areas as receivable systems, appli-

cation processing systems, credit bureau information 

and data capture. Nordax maintains an open dialogue 

with all of its partners and performs yearly evaluations 

of each relationship.

Employees: Nordax owes its success to the com-

petence and capacity that its employees bring to the 

office every day. Attracting and retaining people who 

are willing to contribute their experience and passion 

to Nordax’s business is essential for executing the 

company’s overarching strategy. Since the start, Nor-

dax has successfully built its culture around the per-

ception that change is the only constant. And having 

a flexible organisation is one of the company’s most 

important tools for adjusting to rapid changes in the 

market. A clear example of our ability to manage 

change can be seen in the rapid shift we made in 

2008 from sales to collection, at the same time that 

deposits were introduced. this was a challenge that 

was carried out well by each and every one at Nor-

dax. the yearly survey conducted among all employ-

ees showed positive results and a favourable trend 

despite the tough years that have passed. the low 

level of employee turnover, at 10% (10%) is further 

proof that Nordax is an attractive workplace.

Nordax’s nine working principles

•  We take responsibility and make sure we get  
the job done. We are enthusiastic and genuinely 
interested in doing a good job and we have  
respect for each other.

•  We are flexible and highly adaptable.

•  We have a strategy that is constantly being eval-
uated. We adapt to our environment, our market 
and are responsive to our customers. 

•  We focus our energy and resources. We are not 
trying to do everything at once. We focus our 
energy on solving the challenges that provide the 
most value. And our strategy is often to dismiss 
good projects in order to retain focus.

•  We question everything we do. We have respect 
for old routines and processes as they have 
worked well in the past. And we question the 
current processes and procedures since they 
can always become a little better or be replaced.

•  We like small scale test and experiments. The in-
sights the tests provides become the base for 
further development of the company and our 
business model.

•  We try to measure all aspects of our operations. 
Only with quantitative and objective methods 
can we ensure that we develop in the right  
direction.

•  We accomplish much with limited resources.  
We find simple, pragmatic and cost effective  
solutions to our challenges since we work in 
cross-functional teams which facilitate an eclec-
tic approach to problem solving.

•  We focus on long term profitability. Nordax needs 
to make money to be able to serve customers 
desire” to pay as they consume” in the long run. 
Retained profit is one of the pillars for developing 
Nordax to continue serving customers in the  
future.
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About Nordax

Nordax holding AB compromises nine entites of 

which four are dormant (and thereby not shown in the 

structure above). the Group operates through the op-

erating company Nordax Finans AB (publ) (“Nordax 

Finans”), which is a subsidiary of the holding compa-

ny Nordax holding Second AB, which in turn is held 

by the holding company Nordax holding AB. the reg-

istered office of Nordax Finans is in Stockholm. On 27 

January 2004, Nordax Finans was granted a licence 

to conduct financing business as a credit market 

company by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Au-

thority (“SFSA”) pursuant to the Swedish Financing 

business Act, replaced as of 1 July 2004 by the 

Swedish Banking and Financing Business Act. 

Nordax Finans offers medium-term unsecured 

loans to consumers throughout the Nordic region, as 

well as deposit-taking from retail clients in Sweden 

and Norway. Nordax Finans is providing cross-border 

consumer credit lending in Norway, Denmark and Fin-

land, in accordance with Directive 2006/48 EC of the 

European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 

2006 related to the taking up and pursuit of the busi-

ness of credit institutions (“the Directive”). Nordax 

started accepting deposits from the general public in 

Sweden in December 2008 and in Norway in Septem-

ber 2009. the deposit-taking in Norway is provided 

cross-border, in accordance with the Directive. 

Corporate Governance 

As Nordax is not a publicly listed company, it is not 

obliged to follow the the Swedish Code of Corporate 

Governance. however, Nordax’s ambition is to be 

transparent about its governance principles. this re-

Nordax - Corporate Governance Report 2010

Nordax Holding AB

Nordax Group Holding AB

Nordax Nordic ABNordax Sverige ABNordax Sverige 2 AB

Nordax Holding Second AB

Nordax Finans AB (publ)

Executive Board members
and Executive  

management team

Funds managed by  
Vision Capital

Non-Executive  
Board members

Nordax Group Ownership Structure
Overview of the ownership struture in the Nordax Group. All companies are owned within the Group, i.e. there 

are no minority interests.

(100%)

(100%)
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port on Corporate Governance describes the overall 

principles of governance of the operating company in 

the Nordax Group, Nordax Finans AB (publ).

Nordax Finans is a limited liability company gov-

erned by, inter alia, the Swedish Companies Act (Sw. 

Aktiebolagslagen (2005:551)), the Swedish Banking 

and Financing business Act (Sw. Lag (2004:297) om 

bank- och finansieringsrörelse), the Swedish Capital 

Adequacy and Large Exposures Act (Sw. Lag 

(2006:1371) om kapitaltäckning och stora exponerin-

gar), the Swedish Deposit Insurance Act (Sw. Lag 

(1995:1571) om insättningsgaranti) and its articles of 

association. As a credit market company, Nordax is 

subject to the supervision of the SFSA.

As a regulated credit market company, Nordax Fi-

nans is obliged to inter alia maintain a regulatory capital 

base pursuant to the Swedish Capital Adequacy and 

Large Exposures Act. The company is also subject to 

ownership and management assessment. Nordax Fi-

nans must further notify the SFSA of certain outsourcing 

arrangements made in the course of its regulated busi-

ness.

In addition to laws, ordinances and official regula-

tions, Nordax has a number of internal documents 

that govern the day-to-day management of the com-

pany. these are adopted by the Board of Directors or 

the CEO and include, but are not limited to, the rules 

of procedures for the Board of Directors, instructions 

for the CEO, the risk management policy, the credit 

policies, the remuneration policy, the outsourcing poli-

cy, the liquidity contingency plan and the complaints 

management policy.

Bodies and regulators

For an overview of the governance structure, see the 

organisational chart (p. 24).

1. Annual General Meeting

the right of Nordax Finans’ shareholders to make de-

cisions is exercised at the Annual General Meeting 

(AGM). As dictated by the Swedish Companies Act, 

the AGM is the company’s highest decision-making 

body, deciding on matters including but not limited to 

the company’s annual accounts, dividends, election 

of the Board of Directors, election of auditors, etc. 

the 2010 AGM was held on 7 May in Stockholm. 

2. Nomination Committee

the Board of Directors has appointed a Nomination 

Committee to nominate members to the Nordax 

Board, subsequently to be appointed by the AGM. 

the Nomination Committee is also tasked with evalu-

ating the incumbent Board. In evaluating candidates, 

the Nomination Committee follows guidelines provid-

ed by the AGM, taking into account a range of as-

pects including but not limited to the candidates’ re-

spective backgrounds, areas of expertise, strategic 

knowledge, other professional assignments and 

board work, etc.

In 2010 the Nomination Committee consisted of 

four members: Richard Pym, Andrew Rich, Daryl  

Cohen and Morten Falch.

3. Board of Directors

In July 2010, Nordax group was acquired by funds 

managed by Vision Capital. In connection with the 

change of ownership, a new Board of Directors was 

appointed at an extraordinary general meeting. the 

new Board of Directors holds pre-scheduled meetings 

on a monthly basis, as well as extraordinary meetings 

whenever necessary. In 2010 the Board held 17 meet-

ings, of which nine were held per capsulam. 

the Board of Directors (“the Board”) holds the 

overall responsibility for the organization and manage-

ment of Nordax Finans. the Board has adopted rules 

of procedure, which in addition to the provisions of in-

ter alia the Swedish Companies Act and the Compa-

ny’s Articles of Association shall govern the work of 

the Board.

the Board’s responsibilities and duties include, but 

are not limited to, establishing goals and strategies for 

the company’s operations, endeavouring to ensure 

that the organisation and the operation of the compa-

ny’s business are characterised by internal govern-

ance and control, establishing internal rules regarding 

risk management and risk control and regularly ensur-

ing compliance with these rules, ensuring the exist-

ence of an audit function, see to the financial position 

of the company, etc. Further, it is a duty of the Board 

to appoint and dismiss the CEO, adopt instructions 

and procedures for the CEO’s work and oversee his/

her performance. 

the Board receives regular reports from the inter-

nal and external auditors, as well as monthly reports 

from the CEO.
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Nordax Finans AB (publ) organizational chart
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In the autumn of 2010, the Board of Directors ap-

pointed two committees to help it with its duties: the 

Remuneration Committee and the Audit and Risk 

Committee. the Committees are not decision-making 

bodies, but process the work for the Board of Direc-

tors. Each Committee has a Chairman, who is re-

sponsible to ensure that the Board is informed on the 

Committees work.

According to the Articles of Association, the Board 

of Directors shall consist of no less than five and no 

more than eight permanent members, and no more 

than five deputy members. As per December 31, the 

Board consisted of eight members: Chairman Richard 

Pym, Non-executive Directors Arne Bernroth, Chris-

tian Beck, Andrew Rich and Daryl Cohen, and Execu-

tive Directors morten Falch, Johan Franzén and Per 

Bodlund. 

Chairman of the Board

the Chairman of the Board (“the Chairman”) is elect-

ed at the AGM. the Chairman manages the work of 

the Board and shall ensure that it fulfils its duties in an 

efficient and qualified manner. All issues concerning 

Nordax Finans’ situation shall be referred to the Chair-

man who shall thereafter ensure that the issue is in-

vestigated and at a subsequent meeting of the Board, 

presented. the Chairman is responsible for ensuring 

that the other Board members receive the information 

they need in order to take informed decisions. 

Richard Pym was appointed Chairman of the Board 

of Directors on 1 September 2010. Previously the CEO 

of Alliance & Leicester (now a part of Santander) and 

former board member of Old Mutual plc that owns 

Skandia, Richard is currently Chairman of UKAR Ltd, 

the holding company established to manage the ‘run 

off’ of the UK Government owned mortage books of 

Bradford & Bingley plc, and Northern Rock (Asset 

Management) plc with assets of more than £80bn.

Evaluation of the Board and the Chairman 

the Board and the Chairman are evaluated by the 

shareholders. the evaluations are communicated and 

discussed in the AGM.

4. Remuneration Committee

the main duty of the Remuneration Committee is to 

support the Board of Directors in its work of ensuring 

that the risks associated with Nordax Finans’ remu-

neration systems are measured, managed, reported 

and under control. the Committee is further assigned 

to assist the Board when establishing standards and 

principles on how to determine remuneration to  

Nordax’s employees’ and executive management 

team and to ensure that Nordax Finans’ remuneration 

systems comply with applicable laws and regulations.

From September 2010 the Remuneration Commit-

tee consisted of three members: Andrew Rich (chair), 

Richard Pym and Daryl Cohen. the committee held 

one meeting during the year. 

Remuneration Policy

Based on the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authori-

ty’s regulations and guidelines regarding remuneration 

policies in credit institutions, investments firms and 

fund management companies (FFFS 2009:6), the 

Board of Directors has adopted a remuneration policy. 

the policy encompasses all Nordax’s employees and 

management, and is based on risk analysis and risk 

management evaluations. the policy states that  

Nordax’s remunerations and other benefit schemes 

shall be market oriented and competitive although all 

forms of remuneration, fixed and variable, shall pro-

mote Nordax’s long-term interests and discourage ex-

cessive risk-taking.

the Remuneration policy is adopted annually. For a 

more detailed description on remuneration paid during 

2010, see note 9 in Nordax’s Annual Report 2010.

5. Audit & Risk Committee

the main duty of the Audit and Risk Committee is to 

support the Board of Directors in its work on ensuring 

the quality of the financial reporting, and to assist the 

Board of Directors in its work of monitoring the Com-

pany’s internal control. Without prejudice to the re-

sponsibility of the Board of Directors, the Committee 

monitors, among other things, the financial reporting 

process, the choice of accounting policies and princi-

ples, the effectiveness of Nordax’s internal control, in-

ternal audit, compliance and risk management sys-

tems as well as the statutory audit of the annual and 

consolidated accounts. the Audit & Risk Committee 

maintains a close dialogue with Nordax Finans’ Exec-

utive Management team and with the independent 

control functions, such as the compliance officer, the 
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internal auditor and the external auditor.

From September 2010 the Audit & Risk Commit-

tee consisted of three members: Arne Bernroth 

(chair), Andrew Rich and Daryl Cohen. the committee 

held one meeting during the year. 

6. External Auditor

Nordax is audited by several independent bodies, in-

cluding the external auditor, internal auditor and the 

Compliance and Risk Control functions.

the external auditor is assigned to review the an-

nual accounts and financial reports, as well as the Ex-

ecutive Management and CEO. the auditor reports to 

the Board of Directors. the external auditor is ap-

pointed by the AGM. In 2010, PwC was elected as 

the company’s auditor, with Authorised Public Ac-

countant Johan månsson as Chief Auditor. 

7. CEO and Group Executive Management Team

the CEO is appointed by the Board to be responsible 

for the operational management of Nordax Finans, 

pursuant to guidelines and instructions issued by the 

Board of Directors. In accordance with the Swedish 

Companies Act, these guidelines and instructions reg-

ulate, among other things, the CEO’s responsibilities, 

authority and obligations, as well as the interaction 

between the CEO and the Board of Directors.

the CEO leads the Executive Management team, 

which in 2010 consisted of twelve members.

8. Business Support functions

to support the Group’s primary activities, Nordax has 

established a number of administrative units. these 

report to the CEO.

9. Compliance and Risk control

Independent risk control and monitoring of risks relat-

ed to licensed activities at Nordax Finans are per-

formed by internal independent functions in accord-

ance with the Swedish Financial Supervisory 

Authority’s regulations and general guidelines, such as 

FFFS 2005:1 and FFFS 2010:7. the Financial risk 

controller independently monitors liquidity risk. Other 

risks, as well as compliance with laws and regula-

tions, are independently reviewed by the Compliance 

Officer and the independent risk control function. the 

independent control functions report to the Board of 

Directors and the CEO.

10. Internal Audit

the Internal Audit function of Nordax was outsourced 

to PwC in 2010. the Internal Audit function reports di-

rectly to the Board of Directors, and its work duties, re-

sponsibilities and areas to review are determined by 

the Board. the reviews are conducted according to an 

audit plan adopted by the Board of Directors. 

In 2010 the Internal audit’s review included, but 

was not limited to:

•  Internal governing documents in risk management 

•  The instructions for the independent control func-

tions

•  management of operational risk
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Richard Pym
Non-executive Chairman, member of the 
Nomination Committee, member of the 
Remuneration Committee 
Born 1949 in the UK 
Education: BSc hons in physics, University of 
Warwick, UK

Formerly Vice President of the british bankers 
Association, Non-executive Chairman of 
halfords Group plc and a non-executive 
Director of Old Mutual plc and Selfridges plc. 
Retired as Group Chief Executive of Alliance & 
Leicester plc in 2007. Currently Chairman of UK 
Asset Resolution Ltd, Non-executive Director of 
The british Land Company PLC and Chairman 
of brightHouse group Ltd. Also a fellow of the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England 
and Wales. 

Morten Falch 
Executive member of the Board 
Member of the Nomination Committee 
Born 1967 in Norway 
Education: B.Sc. honours degree in Business 
Administration, University of Bath, UK

Cofounder and CEO of Nordax Finans. 
Joined from Citigroup/The Associates/Avco 
Financial Services, where he held several 
positions including Managing Director for 
Norway (2000–2002), Business Development 
Manager and responsible for establishing the 
businesses in Sweden (1996–1997), Norway 
(1999–2000) and Denmark (2002). Prior to 
this, with GE Capital Finans AB (1994–1996) 
and IKANO Finans AS (1992–1994).

Per Bodlund
Executive member of the Board 
Born 1961 in Sweden 
Education: B.A. honours degree in 
Economics and Business Administration, 
Stockholm University, Sweden

Cofounder and CFO of Nordax since 2003. 
Prior to this, CFO and member of the 
Management Committee of Citigroup/ACC 
Bank (1997–2003). has previously worked 
for Coopers & Lybrand (1985–1997) and was 
Authorized Public Chartered Accountant in 
1990.

Johan Franzén
Executive member of the Board 
Born 1960 in Sweden 
Education: Bachelor degree in Economics 
and Business Administration, Karlstad 
University, Sweden

treasurer of Nordax since 2004. Previously 
treasurer of SBAB (1991–2003). Prior to this, 
held the positions of treasurer of Företags-
finans (1989–1991) and Credit Sales at 
Nordea (1986–89).

Arne Bernroth
Non-executive Director 
Chairman of the Audit & Risk Committee 
Born 1947 in Sweden 
Education: b.A., Lund University, Sweden

Previously Executive Managing Director of 
Nordea Regional Bank South Sweden (1995–
2009). Has also been Executive Vice President 
of Skandia International Insurance Company 
(1989–1992) and Senior vice President of 
Skandia AB (1992–1994). Currently Chairman 
of Jb Education and biolin Scientific, and 
a Board member of Nordea Investment 
Management and Nordea Fonder AB.

Christian Beck 
Non-executive Director 
Born 1958 in Norway 
Education: master of Law and Advance 
studies in Political Economics, Oslo University, 
Norway 

Retired as CEO of Banqsoft ASA in 2003. 
Previously Chairman of the Board of Curatus 
gruppen (1999), CEO of Small shops 
Gruppen (1992–1997) and CEO of Sakhalin 
Petroleum Pk (1998). Chairman of Eneas 
Energy AS and Espresso house AB.

Daryl Cohen 
Non-executive Director 
Member of the Remuneration Committee, 
member of the Nomination Committee, 
member of the Audit & Risk Committee 
Born 1978 in the UK 
Education: he holds a B.A. and M.A. (Cantab) 
in Natural Science, University of Cambridge, UK

Currently a Principal of Vision Capital, he 
joined from Silver Point Capital (2005–2008).  
Previously he worked at hicks Muse tate 
& Furst (2003–2005) and Goldman Sachs 
(2000–2003) in London. He also serves on  
the board of Portman Travel Limited, which  
he joined in 2011.

Andrew Rich
Non-executive Director 
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee, 
member of the Nomination Committee, 
member of the Audit & Risk Committee 
Born 1974 in hong Kong 
Education: M.A. honours degree in history 
of Art and Chinese Studies, Edinburgh 
University, UK 

Currently a partner of Vision Capital LLP 
and member of the board of JDR Cables. 
Previously with Lazard (2004–2007) and 
Arthur Andersen/Deloitte & Touche LLP 
(1998–2004). 
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Mats Lagerqvist Morten Falch Jacob Lundblad  Per Bodlund

Tom Rabben Johan Karlén Markus Stoor Christine Ahlm

 Kristina Tham Olle Nordlöf Helena Nesterud  Johan Franzén
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Morten Falch CEO 
Born 1967. Norwegian nationality. Cofounded Nordax in 2003 
Education: B.Sc. honours Degree in Business Administration,  
University of Bath, UK

team leader and one of the founders and individual shareholders of 
Nordax Group holding AB. has more than 18 years of experience in 
the sector. Prior to establishing Nordax, held several senior positions at 
Citigroup/the Associates/Avco Financial Services, including Managing 
Director of Norway (2000–2002) and Business Development Manager 
and responsible for establishing the businesses in Sweden (1996–1997), 
Norway (1999–2000) and Denmark (2002). Prior to this, with GE Capital 
(1994–1996) and Ikano Finans (1992–1994).

Mats Lagerqvist Decision Science Manager 
Born 1962. Swedish Nationality. Cofounded Nordax in 2003 
Education: B.A. in Economics and Business Administration, Stockholm 
School of Economics, Sweden

One of the founders and individual shareholders of Nordax Group 
holding AB. has more than 20 years of experience in the sector. 
Previously Risk Manager and a member of the Management Committee 
at Citigroup/ACC Bank (1997–2001).  Prior to this, with GE Capital 
Bank’s Nordic consumer finance operations (1992–1996), where he held 
several positions including Risk Manager Scandinavia and Risk Analyst. 

Kristina Tham  Chief Legal Counsel 
born 1972. Swedish Nationality. Joined Nordax in march 2007 
Education: master of Laws, Stockholm University, Sweden and Diplôme 
d’Etudes Universitaires générales (DEUg), mention Droit (avec langue), 
Université du Havre, Le Havre, France

Previously legal counsel with emphasis on financial law for a Swedish 
state owned mortgage institution, SBAB (2002–2007). Prior to this 
advisor/counsellor in foreign trade at the Swedish representative office  
of CIC banques (Crédit Industriel et Commercial) (1998–2002). 

Jacob Lundblad Deputy CEO 
born 1978. Swedish nationality. Joined Nordax in June 2004  
Education: Degree of Master in Economics and Business Administration, 
Degree of bachelor of business Law, School of Economics and 
management, Lund University, Sweden

With Nordax since 2004, held various positions in the Customer service 
department up until 2005 when he was appointed Assistant treasurer. 
Promoted to Deputy treasurer and Controller, and also made member 
of Nordax management team, in 2007. Chief Collection Officer during 
the financial turmoil in 2008–2009 and later promoted to Deputy CEO in 
December 2009. 

Per Bodlund CFO 
Born 1961. Swedish Nationality. Cofounded Nordax in 2003 
Education: B.A. honours degree in Economics and Business 
Administration, Stockholm University, Sweden

One of the founders and individual shareholders of Nordax Group 
holding AB with more than ten years of experience in the sector. Former 
CFO (1997–2003) and member of the Management Committee (1997–
2002) of Citigroup/ACC. Prior to this, worked at Coopers & Lybrand 
(1985–1997). Was authorized public chartered accountant in 1990.

Helena Nesterud Deputy COO 
born 1965. Swedish Nationality. Joined Nordax in February 2007  
Education: University degree in system development, Mälardalen 
högskola, Sweden

Joined Nodax as technical account manager before being promoted to 
Deputy COO. Previously product architect of card system development 
at tietoEnator (1999–2007). Background in the banking area with 
14 years of experience from accounting at Swedbank, especially 
consolidated financial statements, annual accounts and annual reports 
within banking and finance.

Olle Nordlöf COO 
Born 1961. Swedish National. Cofounded Nordax in 2003 
Education: A-level equivalent in B.A.

One of the founders and individual shareholders of Nordax Group 
holding AB with more than 26 years of experience in the sector. 
Previously, Operations Manager and then CEO and member of the 
Management Committee of Citigroup/ACC Bank (Associates Capital 
Corporation)/Avco Financial Services (1997–2002). From 1987–1997, 
responsible for Credit Risk and Operations in subsidiaries and Risk 
Management Sweden at GE Capital Bank’s Nordic. Prior to this, with 
American Express Corp (1984–1987).  

Christine Ahlm Risk Manager 
born 1967. Swedish Nationality. Joined Nordax in September 2004 
Education: B.A. in Economics and Business Administration, Stockholm 
University, Sweden

18 years of experience in the consumer lending sector. Background 
as Head of Analytics (Nordic region) at Lindorff Decision (2000–2004). 
Between 1993 and 2000, held several positions for GE Capital Bank 
Scandinavia including Risk Analyst, Risk Manager Norway and Risk 
Manager Sweden.

Markus Stoor CIO & CSO
born 1973. Swedish Nationality. Joined Nordax in may 2004 
Education: master of Science Program (Computing Science), Umeå 
University, Sweden

More than 19 years of experience in the sector. Previously, worked 
at tietoEnator/Entra where he held several positions including Senior 
Consultant and Senior Technical Architect. Prior to this, worked for Umeå 
University (1997–1999), co-founded a It consultancy firm/ISP in 1996 
and was actively involved in the firm until 1999. Between 1992–1996, 
worked as a It consultant.

Tom Rabben Marketing Director 
born 1967. Norwegian Nationality. Joined Nordax in August 2005 
Education: Norwegian School of Business Administration with 
specialization in shipping management, Norway

has over 15 years of experience in the sector. Prior to joining Nordax, 
Country Risk Manager for Norway at Citigroup/Associates/Avco. 
Appointed Senior Credit Officer of Citigroup in 2002. From 1992–1998, 
worked with IKANO Finans in Norway, involved in establishing a private 
label credit card and started-up its leasing business. 

Johan Franzén treasurer 
born 1960. Swedish nationality. Joined Nordax in 2004 
Education: Bachelor degree in Economics and Business Administration, 
Karlstad University 

One of the founders and individual shareholders of Nordax Group holding 
AB. has 20 years of experience in the sector. Previously treasurer of 
SBAB (1991–2003). Prior to this, held the positions of treasurer of 
Företagsfinans (1989–1991) and Credit Sales at Nordea (1986–1989).

Johan Karlén Deputy treasurer 
born 1971. Swedish nationality. Joined Nordax 2008.  
Education: b.Sc.(Econ) Economics, London School of Economics, UK 

Johan has 16 years experience of bond markets, where he has worked 
with credit structuring, debt financing and investment management, 
treasury and financial risk management. his past employers include 
UbS, Rabobank and SbAb, for whom he served in London, Utrecht and 
Stockholm. 
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Administration Report
Operations
nordax Holding aB (Corporate identity number 556647-6718, with 
registered offices in stockholm) is a 100% owned subsidiary of nordax 
Group Holding aB (Corporate identity number 556792-7305, with 
registered offices in stockholm). Consolidated accounts are also 
provided by nordax Group Holding aB; this is the Company’s seventh 
financial year.

the wholly-owned Group company nordax Finans aB (publ) (nordax 
Finans) was authorized on January 27, 2004 to operate as a credit 
market company to conduct financing activities under the swedish 
Financing Business act (1992:610), subsequently replaced on 1 July 
2004 by the Banking and Finance Business act (2004:297) and is, since 
that time, under the supervision of the swedish Financial supervisory 
authority.

the Group’s primary activity is to engage in lending to private customers 
in the nordic countries. the Company started its lending operations in 
sweden in February 2004. through a centralized business model and 
organization based in stockholm, the Group conducts cross-border 
lending operations in norway, denmark and Finland in accordance with 
the european parliament and Council directive 2006/48/eC of 14 June 
2006 on the right to start and run activities in a credit institution. the 
group started the cross-border lending in norway in october 2005, in 
denmark in october 2006 and in Finland in august 2007. Loans consist 
of loans without collateral, in an amount up to the equivalent of dKK / 
seK / noK 300,000 respectively eUr 30,000. Communication with 
customers is conducted primarily by mail as well as by the phone and 
internet.

the Group’s operating income for 2010 amounts to mseK 117 (182). 
the difference from the previous year amounts to mseK 65 and is 
mainly due to differences in currency exchange effects of mseK 46, as 
well as being due to the fact that the average lending to the public for 
2010 was mseK 829 less than the previous year. Credit losses for 2010 
amounted to mseK 106 (210), equivalent to 2.1% (3.6), which is a 
definite improvement.

during december 2008, nordax Finans aB (publ) began receiving 
deposits on accounts from the general public in sweden and, since 
2009, in norway. during 2010 a new deposit product “Kapitalkonto” 
was launched in sweden. the Company regards deposits from the 
general public as a new, strategic financial source to complement its 
traditional borrowings. deposits provide a positive net interest income 
for the Group as the lending takes place at a higher interest rate than the 
deposits, while at the same time reducing the need for and increasing 
the possibility of obtaining the Group’s traditional borrowing, primarily 
from financial institutions.

in order to create a favourable financing structure with the possibility of 
long-term financing through securitization in the bond market, the Group 
has established a funding structure whereby nordax Finans continuously 
sells consumer credits to the various subsidiaries and to the specialised 
company, scandinavian Consumer Loans Limited (sCL). in total during 

2010, consumer credits amounting to mseK 73 (44) have been sold to 
sCL.

in order to secure long-term financing and future revenues, the 
wholly-owned Group company, nordax sweden aB, was established 
during 2010. this company bought all of the swedish consumer credits 
from scandinavian Consumer Loans Limited 3 (sCL3), after which these 
consumer credits and associated external financing are located in 
nordax sweden aB. operations in sCL3 have subsequently been 
terminated.

during the year, the wholly-owned Group Company, nordax sweden 2 
aB, was also established. in 2010, new swedish consumer credits 
amounting to mseK 389 have regularly been sold to this company from 
nordax Finans.

as of 31 december 2010, the loan portfolios in the remaining spV sCL 
amount to mseK 993 (1,536). nordax Finans has no financial obligations 
or risks relating to sCL or the previous specialised companies, other 
than those receivables reported in the Company’s balance sheet.

Credit quality and credit risk management
the Group’s credit lending takes place based on the Board’s established 
credit policies and credit instructions. the credit risk in established and 
sold credits is measured against set targets on an on-going basis. 
reporting of the credit risk is made periodically to the Board in 
accordance with an established model. a more detailed description of 
credit risks is provided in note 4.

Financial risks
the Group’s policy is to minimize all types of financial risks such as interest 
rate risk, liquidity risk and currency risk. a more detailed description of 
financial risks is provided in note 4.

Operational risks
in order to minimize the operational risks, emphasis has been put on the 
use of risk analysis to establish an organization with procedures and 
instructions in order to achieve both high internal control as well as back-up 
procedures in case of damage. in 2010, there were no significant costs that 
could be attributed to operational risks.

Internal control
the Group has independent functions for risk control and compliance in 
accordance with FFFs 2005:1 as well as an independent function for 
control of liquidity risk in accordance with FFFs 2010:7. all independent 
functions report directly to the Board and managing director.

evaluation of the organization as regards, among other things, the internal 
control, is carried out by an independent internal auditor. this particular 
examiner is hired externally from pwC. an internal audit organization has not 
been created due to the fact that it is not considered cost effective, based 
on the Company’s size.

Prospects for 2011
the Group expects to generate a positive result for 2011.

Annual report for the financial year  
1 January 2010 – 31 December 2010
the Board of directors of nordax Holding aB (Corporate identity number 556647-6718), hereby presents the annual report and  

consolidated accounts for the financial year 1 January 2010 – 31 december 2010.
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Review of the past five years – The Group

Key ratios 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
Capital cover ratio 1,8 1,6 2,8 12,0 7,8
return on equity % 28 58 61 72 34
Cost income ratio 39 25 41 62 69
Credit loss level % 2,1 3,6 2,4 1,0 0,8
number of employees 73 76 88 70 46

Summary of income statements, in MSEK
net interest income 357 465 461 311 205
net provisions 32 40 47 33 22
net income from financial transactions –25 20 –7 0 –4
Total income 364 525 591 344 223

total operating expenses –141 –133 –242 –215 –153
Loan losses –106 –210 –134 –39 –20

Operating profit/loss 117 182 124 92 50
tax –31 –49 –35 –26 –10

Net profit/loss for the year 86 134 89 66 40

Summary of balance sheets, in MSEK
treasury bills eligible for refinancing 200
Lending to credit institutions 957 1 868 329 426 307
Lending to the general public 5 170 5 291 6 271 5 015 3 188
Bonds and other interest bearing securities 610
other assets 28 160 329 68 24
Total assets 6 965 7 319 6 864 5 509 3 519

Liabilities to credit institutions 2 917 3 321 4 893 3 780 1 787
deposits from the general public 2 367 2 147 4 10 10
issued securities 1 014 1 289 1 505 1 437 1 515
other liabilities 53 30 65 73 64
subordinate liabilities 195 150 149 50 50
equity 419 382 248 159 93
Total liabilities 6 965 7 319 6 864 5 509 3 519
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Income Statement

Group parent Company

All amounts are reported in thousands of SEK note
1 Jan 2010-  

31 dec 2010
1 Jan 2009-  

31 dec 2009
1 Jan 2010-  

31 dec 2010
1 Jan 2009-  

31 dec 2009
Operating income
interest income 6 588 731 706 245 13 1
interest expenses 6 –231 247 –241 806 –2 753
Total net interest income 357 484 464 439 –2 740

Commission revenue 7 31 650 40 413
net income from financial transactions 8 –25 328 20 203
Total operating income 363 806 525 056 – 2 740 1

Operating expenses
General administrative expenses 9 –105 820 –122 719 –27
depreciation and write-downs of tangible and 
amortisation and write-downs of intangible assets 16,17 –5 149 –5 780
other operating expenses  –29 920 –4 401
Total operating expenses –140 889 –132 900 –27
  
Income before loan losses 222 917 392 156 –2 767 1
Loan losses, net 10 –105 738 –209 813
Operating profit/loss 117 179 182 343 –2 767 1
tax on net profit/loss for the year 11 –30 930 –48 706 728 –0
Net profit/loss for the year 86 249 133 637 –2 039 1

Statement of comprehensive income
other comprehensive income is consistent with net profit/loss for the year.
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Balance Sheet 

Group parent Company
All amounts are reported in thousands of SEK note 2010 2009 2010 2009
ASSETS
treasury bills eligible for refinancing 12 199 674 299 938
Lending to credit institutions 13 956 880 1 568 254 2 513 191
Lending to the general public 14 5 170 582 5 291 453
Bonds and other interest bearing securities 15 610 051
shares in Group companies 16 162 003 12 895
tangible assets 17 4 028 3 808
intangible assets 18 3 241 6 494
Current tax receivables 19 12 257
deferred tax assets 11 3 510 6 051
other assets 20 1 331 139 450
prepaid expenses and accrued income  3 114 3 631 34
Total assets 6 964 668 7 319 078 164 550 13 086

LIABILITIES, PROvISIONS AND EquITy
Liabilities
Liabilities to credit institutions 21 2 917 355 3 321 362
deposits from customers 22 2 367 490 2 147 079
securities issued 23 1 014 351 1 288 997
Current tax liabilities 24 3 421
other liabilities 25 35 064 7  287 2 393 120
accrued expenses and deferred income 15 996 11 760
subordinate liabilities 26 195 994 149 402 49 083
Total liabilities 6 546 250 6 929 308   51 476 120

Provisions
provisions for pensions and similar obligations 27 7 935
Total provisions 7 935

Equity
share capital 1 297 1 297 1 297 1 297
other capital contributions 11 669 11 669
statutory reserve 11 669 11 669
profit brought forward including net profit/loss for the year 405 452 226 646 100 108 0

418 418 239 612 113 074 12 966
non-controlling interest 142 223
Total equity 418 418 381 765 113 074 12 966
  
Total liabilities and equity 6 964 668 7 319 078 164 550 13 086
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Cash Flow Statement

Group parent Company

All amounts are reported in thousands of SEK
1 Jan 2010- 

31 dec 2010
1 Jan 2009- 

31 dec 2009
1 Jan 2010- 

31 dec 2010
1 Jan 2009- 

31 dec 2009
Operating activities
operating profit/loss 117 179 182 343 –2 767 1
income tax paid –44 083 –69 504
adjustment for non-cash items 5 149 5 780

Change in the operations’ assets and liabilities
decrease/ in lending to the general public 120 871 979 730
increase/decrease in other assets 138 636 96 461 –34
increase in lending to the general public 220 411 2 143 407
increase (–) decrease (+) in other liabilities 25 324 –9 163 2 273 1
Cash flow from operating activities 583 487 3 329 055 –528 2

Investing activities
purchases of equipment –2 115 –2 264
investments in bonds and other interest bearing securities –610 051
purchase of shares / shareholders’ contribution provided –149 108
Cash flow from investing activities –612 166 –2 264 –149 108

Financing activities
decrease/increase in liabilities to credit institutions –404 007 –1 571 372
decrease/increase in securities issued –274 646 –216 013
increase in subordinate liabilities 45 592 78 49 083
received shareholders’ contribution 100 108 100 108
payment to the non-controlling interests –149 103
Group contribution provided / received –903 2 767 –1
Cash flow from financing activities –682 959 –1 787 307 151 958 –1
Cash flow for the year –711 638 1 539 484 2 322 1
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of year 1 868 192 328 708 191 190
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 1 156 554 1 868 192 2 513 191

Cash and cash equivalents are defined as lending to credit 
institutions. 

operating income for the Group includes interest income paid by 
the general public amounting to 576,417 (679,545) and interest 
income paid by credit institutions amounting to 12,301 (10,559), as 
well as interest expenses paid to the general public amounting to 
61,026 (33,853) and interest expenses paid to credit institutions 
amounting to 167,468 (203,818).
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Change in equity

Equity attributable to shareholders in the Parent Company

GROuP

All amounts are reported in thousands of SEK share capital
other capital 
contributions

profit brought 
forward

non-controlling 
interest total

OPENING BALANCE, 2009 1 297 11 669 105 694 129 538 248 198
Comprehensive income
net profit/loss for the year 120 952 12 685 133 637
Total comprehensive income 120 952 12 685 133 637

OPENING BALANCE, 1 JANuARy 2010 1 297 11 669 226 646 142 223 381 835
Comprehensive income
net profit/loss for the year 86 249 86 249
Total comprehensive income 86 249 86 249
Transactions with shareholders
shareholders’ contribution received 100 108 100 108
Value transfers to non-controlling interests –6 885 –142 223 –149 108
Group contribution provided –903 –903
tax effect on Group contribution 237 237
Total transactions with shareholders 92 557 –142 223 –49 666
CLOSING BALANCE, 31 DECEMBER 2010 1 297 11 669 405 452 0 418 418

PARENT COMPANy

All amounts are reported in thousands of SEK share capital restricted reserves
 profit brought 

forward total
OPENING BALANCE,  1 JANuARy 2009 1 297 11 669 0 12 966
Comprehensive income
net profit/loss for the year 1 –1
Total comprehensive income 1 1
Transactions with shareholders
shareholders’ contribution provided –1 –1
tax effect on Group contribution 0 0
Total transactions with shareholders –1 –1

1 297 11 669 0 12 966
OPENING BALANCE,  1 JANuARy 2010
Comprehensive income
net profit/loss for the year –2 039 –2 039
Total comprehensive income –2 039 –2 039
Transactions with shareholders
shareholders’ contribution provided 100 108 100 108
Group contribution received 2 767 2 767
tax effect on Group contribution –728 –728
Total transactions with shareholders 102 147 102 147
CLOSING BALANCE, 31 DECEMBER 2010 1 297 11 669 100 108 113 074

share capital consists of 1,296,875 shares. all shares carry an equal amount of votes.
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Notes
Unless otherwise stated, all amounts in the notes are in thousands of 
seK (seK000). 

Note 1 General information

the consolidated accounts and annual report for nordax Holding AB for 
the financial year 2010 were approved by the Board of Directors and 
Managing Director for issue on 16 March 2011, subject to adoption by 
the Annual General Meeting during 2011.

Note 2 Accounting and valuation principles

the most important accounting principles applied in the preparation of 
these consolidated accounts are stated below. 

The consolidated accounts for the Nordax Holding Group have been 
prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting standards 
(IFRS) as adopted by the EU, together with the Swedish Financial 
Accounting Standards Council’s recommendation, Supplementary 
Accounting Regulations for Groups in RFR 1.

The Parent Company’s annual report has been prepared in accordance 
with the Credit Institutions and Securities Companies Act (1995:1559) 
and the FSA regulations and guidelines under FFFS 2008:25.

Consolidated accounts
The consolidated accounts have been prepared on the basis of the cost 
method, except as regards derivative instruments that are measured at 
fair value via the income statement.

Consolidation of subsidiaries
Control is exercised over so-called specialised companies, established 
for specific objectives, and the risks and financial benefits associated 
with these holdings fall to Nordax Finans AB, signifying that the entities 
are included in the Group as subsidiaries even though the Group owns 
no participations in these companies.

Translation of foreign subsidiaries
All Group companies have SEK as their functional currency.

Tangible and intangible fixed assets
Tangible and intangible fixed assets are reported at acquisition value and 
are depreciated/amortised on a straight-line basis according to a plan 
over their useful lives. The depreciation/amortisation period for tangible 
and intangible fixed assets is between 3 and 5 years. Impairment testing 
is carried out whenever an indication of possible impairment arises. 

Financial instruments
All financial assets are classified as lending except derivatives, treasury bills 
eligible for refinancing and bonds and other interest bearing securities.

Derivatives are valued at fair value in the income statement. Hedge 
accounting is not applied. Treasury bills eligible for refinancing, as well as 
bonds and other interest bearing securities, are also valued at fair value 
via the income statement.

Lending
Loans receivable intended to be held to maturity are classified as 
financial fixed assets. These amounts are reported in the balance sheet 
at accrued acquisition cost after deductions for realised and expected 
loan losses. Received arrangement commissions are included in the 
acquisition value of the loan receivables.

Individual assessment of any write-down requirement is carried out for 
significant individual loans. Furthermore, assessment takes place in 
groups of incurred losses that are yet to be identified in individual 
commitments.

Translation of transactions and balances in foreign currency
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to functional currency in 
accordance with the exchange rate prevailing on transaction date. 
Exchange gains and losses arising from the payment of such 
transactions and in the translation of monetary assets and liabilities in 
foreign currencies at the closing rate of exchange are reported in the 

income statement. Receivables and liabilities in foreign currency are 
translated at the closing rate of exchange.

Employee benefits
The defined contribution plan is reported in accordance with the 
regulations for defined contribution plans.

Interest income
Interest income is recognized using the effective interest method. When 
the value of a loan receivable is impaired, the reported value is reduced 
to its recoverable value, being the estimated future cash flow, 
discounted at the effective interest rate at balance date for the 
instrument.

Commission income
Commission income mainly consists of structuring, monthly and late 
fees. Revenue comprises the fair value of the amount received or which 
will be received for services sold in the Group’s operating activities. The 
Group recognizes revenue when the amount can be reliably measured 
and when it is likely that future economic benefits will accrue to the 
company.

Taxes
Reported income tax includes tax to be paid or received for the current 
year, adjustments concerning the previous years’ current taxes and the 
effects of paid or received Group contributions. Income tax liabilities and 
receivables are valued according to the amount the Company deems 
should be paid to or received from the tax authorities.

Deferred tax is recorded in its entirety on all temporary differences arising 
between the tax base and book value of assets and liabilities. Deferred 
income tax is recorded with application of the tax rates applicable on 
balance sheet date.

Segment reporting
The Group consists of one segment with regards to both operations and 
geography.

New and revised standards adopted by the Group
There are no new or modified applicable standards affecting the Group’s 
accounts and which are mandatory for the first time for the financial year 
beginning 1 January 2010.

New applicable standards, amendments and interpretations to 
existing standards, which have not yet entered into force that 
have not been adopted in advance by the Group.
The Group’s and the Parent Company’s assessments regarding the 
impact of these new standards and interpretations are listed below. 
There are also other new standards, but these are not recognized as 
they are not applicable to the Group.

IFRS 9, ”Financial instruments” (published in November 2009). This stan-
dard is the first step in the process of replacing IAS 39 ”Financial 
instruments: measurement and classification”. IFRS 9 introduces two 
new requirements for assessment and classification of financial assets 
and is likely to affect the Group’s accounting for financial assets. The 
standard is not applicable until the financial year beginning January 1, 
2013 but is available for early application. However, the standard has not 
yet been adopted by the EU. The Group has yet to assess the full 
impact of IFRS 9 on the financial statements. However, initial indications 
show that it may affect the Group’s accounting of financial assets other 
than shares in the category of financial assets held for sale, as IFRS 9 
only allows for accounting of fair value gains and losses in other 
comprehensive income if they are attributable to shareholdings that is 
not held for trading. Fair value gains and losses arising from interest 
bearing instruments such as the ones in the category of ”available for 
sale” (which currently does not exist in the Group) will therefore be 
reported directly in the income statement. 

IAS 24 (revised), ”Related Party Disclosures’ published in November 
2009. It replaces IAS 24 ”Related Party Disclosures”, issued in 2003. 
IAS 24 (Revised) shall be applied for financial years beginning 1 January 
2011 or later. Early adoption is permitted for the whole as well as for 
parts of the standard.

The revised standard clarifies and simplifies the definition of a related 
party, and removes the requirements for a state affiliated company to 
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disclose details of all transactions with the government and other state 
affiliated companies. The Group will apply the revised standard from 1 
January 2011. When the revised standard is applied, the Group will 
need to disclose transactions between the Group companies and the 
Group’s associated companies. In the current situation there are no 
associated companies in the Group

Note 3 Changes in accounting principles

During 2010, the accounting principles have remained the same as in 
2009.

Note 4 Financial risk management

Financial risk factors 
Through its operations, the Group is exposed to both credit risks and to 
other financial risks: market risks (including currency risk, interest rate 
risk in fair value, interest rate risk in cash flow and price risk) and liquidity 
risks. The Group’s overall risk management policy focuses on handling 
intentional credit risks and minimising potential adverse effects of 
unpredictability in the financial markets. The Group employs derivative 
instruments to hedge certain risk exposure. 

Risk management is handled by a credit department and a central 
finance department in accordance with policies determined by the Board 
of Directors. The finance department identifies, evaluates and hedges 
financial risks in close co-operation with the Group’s operative entities. 
The Board of Directors prepares written policies for both overall risk 
management and for risk management of specific areas such as credit 
risk, currency risk, interest rate risk, the utilisation of derivative and 
non-derivative financial instruments and the investment of excess 
liquidity.

Credit risks
(i) Credit risks in general
Credit is granted on the basis of the credit policy and credit instructions 
determined by the Board of Directors. All credits are assessed by a 
separate department existing centrally within the Group. 

Consumer credits are issued without physical collateral and, conse-
quently, credit rating is of major significance. In order to receive a credit, 
the client and the submitted application documents must comply with a 
number of policy rules. Additionally, credit decisions are taken on the 
basis of credit ratings calculated according to a model estimating the 
probability that a credit holder will be able to comply with an agreed 
contract, so-called credit scoring.  Among other things, the amount of 
the loan depends on the credit score attained by a borrower. In a large 
number of cases, additional documentation is requested in applications, 
such as salary specifications and income tax returns. Among other 
things, these are used to confirm reported income.

Credit risks on other types of counterparties, for example, derivatives 
and financial investments, are regulated by a policy determined by the 
Board of Directors. For counterparty risks in derivative contracts, a 
security agreement is used to limit the risk.

(ii) Measurement of credit risks
Credit risk in the portfolio is measured on an on-going basis against 
established goals. Among other things, this measurement is carried out on 
the basis of the development of credits over time, depending both on the 
age of the individual credits (so-called vintage) and on the maturity of the 
total portfolio. Measurement is carried out regarding the risk that a credit will 
lead to a claim, as well as regards any write-down requirement. 

Additionally, continuous measurements are made of various segments 
that are of significance for credit scoring. The results of these 
measurements then form the basis for the on-going assessment made 
on the basis of the parameters in the scoring model. If necessary, the 
model forming the foundation for credit granting is adjusted.

(iii) Risk management and risk control
the Group’s continued operations depend on the management and 
control of credit risk. Great importance is placed on the construction of 
routines to manage this. Among other things, reporting to the 

Management and Board of Directors takes place on a monthly basis or 
more frequently.  The assessment of credit risk is also a central point of 
every Board meeting. During 2010, Board meetings have been held at 
least every second month. 

The risk control unit carries out on-going controls to ensure that credit 
granting is executed in accordance with the instructions determined by 
the Board of Directors. According to these instructions, any deviations 
must be reported to the Board of Directors.

In conjunction with the group receiving loans from external parties, these 
parties will also be making continuous and comprehensive reviews with 
regard to credit risk. Major portions of the Group’s portfolio are also 
subject to rating by both Moody’s and Standard & Poor.

(iv) Principles for credit risk provisions
Principles for credit risk provisions are provided in Note 2.

As per year-end, no individual material commitments have been subject 
to individual assessment.

The calculation of provisions for groups of credits in which loss-making 
events have occurred, but where the losses in question cannot be linked 
to individual commitments, is based on an established model. Criteria 
for incurred losses include delayed repayments and interest payments. 

The Group
Maximum exposure for credit risk 

Maximum exposure

2010 2009

Credit risk exposures relate to the balance 
sheet as follows:

Treasury bills eligible for refinancing 199 674 299 938

Lending to credit institutions 956 880 1 568 254

Lending to the general public 5 170 582 5 291 453

Bonds and other interest bearing securities 610 054

Per 31 December 6 937 190 7 159 645

The above assets have been reported at book value in the balance 
sheet. 

31 December 2010

Receivables from private individuals

sweden Norway Denmark Finland total

not matured 1 815 586 1 879 700 469 409 428 077 4 592 772

Due in less than 
30 days 18 807 54 350 15 800 32 048 121 006

Due in 30-60 
days 10 925 22 141 6 652 10 538 50 256

due in 61-90 
days 8 851 17 080 12 356 9 805 48 092

Due in over 90 
days 104 962 179 855 41 487 85 210 411 515

Total 1 959 132 2 153 127 545 702 565 679 5 223 640

Group provision –12 320 –16 352 –17 276 –7 110 –53 058

Net 1 946 812 2 136 775 528 426 558 569 5 170 582
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Market risk
(i) Foreign exchange risk
The Group is active in the Nordic countries and is exposed to currency 
risks arising from currency exposure vis á vis NOK, DKK and EUR. The 
most significant currency risk arises in the translation of receivables and 
liabilities in foreign currency. The Group’s policy is to limit the risk via the 
matching of assets and liabilities in the same currency. Derivative 
instruments are also utilised to attain this balance, when considered 
necessary. The Group protect its regulatory capital by taking some 
currency risk which may arise due to exchange rate effects with respect 
to the portfolios that are denominated in foreign currency. The impact on 
the regulatory capital due to exchange rate effects on the portfolios must 
then be, offset, by corresponding effect on Group earnings.

The Board of Directors has established a policy stipulating that the 
Company continually measures and reports its exchange rate risk. This 
includes determined limits for the maximum permitted net exposure in 
foreign currencies. The current limit determined by the Board of 
Directors is MSEK 350 (350), while actual exposure amounted to MSEK 
200 (284), divided between MNOK 113, MDKK 26 and MEUR 4. A 
change of 5% in the value on SEK against the other currencies would 
cause a change in the results of MSEK 10.

(ii) Interest rate risks attributable to cash flow and fair value
In principle, the Group’s assets and liabilities have a fixed interest term of 
one month. Derivative instruments are also utilised to maintain this 
balance, when considered necessary.  Subsequently, the Group’s 
interest rate risks are very limited, both as regards the fair value of assets 
and liabilities and the margin between interest income and interest 
expenses. 

The Board of Directors has established a policy stipulating that the 
Group continually measures and reports its interest rate risks. These are 
measured by way of a sensitivity analysis of a parallel shift of the interest 
rate curve of 1.0%. The limit determined by the Board of Directors is a 

net exposure of MSEK 10 (10), while the actual exposure per year-end 
was MSEK 3.6 (0.9).

Lending to the general public and liabilities to credit institutions has an 
average fixed interest term of less than three months. The average 
remaining fixed interest term for these items is 0.0 years. Other assets, 
liabilities and equity are without interest.

Liquidity risk  
The Group defines liquidity risk as the risk that no refinancing will exist 
during the assets’ remaining duration. In principle, the Group utilises 
asset backed securities (ABS), in which the Group’s asset portfolios are 
pledged as security for the borrowing. The Group’s long-term borrowing 
strategy is to issue asset-related (securitised) bonds to institutional 
investors with the same duration as the assets. During a build-up period, 
intended to create sufficient historical data on the asset portfolios and 
critical volume for the bond market, the assets are financed with credit 
facilities from banks with a remaining duration of 1 year as well as with 
deposits from the general public. 

As per 31 December, SEK 1.0 billion is financed on the bond market and 
thereby without liquidity risk. The Group’s strategy is to successively 
increase this proportion in pace with the maturing of the portfolio. 
Management also meticulously follows rolling forecasts for the Group’s 
liquidity reserve on the basis of anticipated lending.

The table below presents an analysis of the Group’s financial liabilities to 
be settled, net, specified according to the time on balance sheet date 
remaining until the contractual maturity date. The amounts stated in the 
table are the contractual, undiscounted cash flows. For derivatives to be 
settled, the flow of payments is reported gross, regardless of whether 
the derivative’s fair value is positive or negative.

Receivables from private individuals

31 December 2009 sweden Norway Denmark Finland total

not matured 1 605 045 1 820 690 636 357 651 529 4 713 623

Due in less than 30 days 14 885 79 459 32 816 44 936 172 096

Due in 30-60 days 8 492 30 185 16 016 19 953 74 646

due in 61-90 days 7 787 28 429 20 017 11 032 67 264

Due in over 90 days 99 183 155 828 38 668 63 932 357 612

Total 1 735 393 2 114 592 743 875 791 382 5 385 241

Group provision –12 246 –27 073 –29 732 –24 737 –93 788

Net 1 723 147 2 087 519 714 142 766 646 5 291 453

Risk concentrations among financial assets with credit risk exposure 
Geographical areas
A specification is presented below of credit risk exposure per geographical area.  
The stated values are book values. This specification is based on the borrower’s legal domicile.

31 December 2010 sweden Norway Denmark Finland total

Treasury bills eligible for refinancing 199 674 199 674

Lending to credit institutions 956 880 956 880

Lending to the general public 1 946 812 2 136 775 528 426 558 569 5 170 582

Bonds and other interest bearing 
securities 610 054 610 054

31 December 2009

Treasury bills eligible for refinancing 299 938 299 938

Lending to credit institutions 1 568 254 1 568 254

Lending to the general public 1 723 147 2 087 519 714 142 766 646 5 291 453

No credit limits have been exceeded during the year.

Note 4 continued
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Capital cover analysis 
Information on capital coverage in this document refers to the type of 
information that should be disclosed according to Chapter 6, 
paragraphs 3-4 of the Swedish Financial Supervisory Board’s regulations 
and general guidelines (FFFS 2008:25) regarding annual reports of credit 
institutions and securities companies, and in accordance with the 
information in Chapter 3, Sections 1-2 and the Swedish Financial 
Supervisory Board’s regulations and general guidelines (FFFS 2007:5) 
regarding the publication of information regarding capital cover and risk 
management.

Other disclosures required in accordance with FFFS 2007:5 are provided 
on the homepage www.nordaxfinans.se

Information regarding Nordax Holding AB 
Nordax Holding AB (Corporate Identity Number 556647-6718, with its 
registered offices in Stockholm) belongs to a group with the subsidiary 
nordax Holding second AB. nordax Holding second AB, in turn, owns 
companies whose operations consist of owning companies and 
manages shares in companies whose primary activities consist of 
engaging in lending to private customers in the Nordic countries.

On 27 January 2004, Nordax Finans AB was registered as a credit 
market company and is, therefore, under the supervision of the Swedish 
Financial Supervisory Board. Nordax Holding AB reports capital cover 
for financial Group companies.

Information on the financial Group of companies
The head company in the financial group of companies is Nelson Luxco 
sarl.

Consolidated accounts are prepared, except for wholly-owned 
subsidiaries, when control is exercised over so-called special purpose 
companies which have been created for specific purposes and when 
risks and financial benefits associated with the holdings fall to Nordax 
Holding Second AB. These special purpose companies are, then, taken 
up in the Group as subsidiaries even though no shares are held in these 
entities.

As the special purpose companies are included in the securitisation, 
these companies’ assets are not included in the calculation of capital 
cover. Instead, positions in the special purpose companies are taken 
into account, according to the rules for securitisation.

The following companies are included in both the consolidated 
accounts, in accordance with full IFRS, as well as in the Group-based 
reporting of the calculation of capital requirements.

nordax Group Holding AB, nordax Holding AB, nordax Holding second 
AB, Nordax Finans AB, Nordax Nordic AB, Nordax Sverige AB, Nordax 
Sverige 2 AB, PMO Finans AB, Nordax Danmark AB, Nordax Finans AS 
and nordax oY

Scandinavian Consumer Loans Limited (SCL) is included in the 
consolidated accounts only, in accordance with full IFRS.

Information regarding capital base and capital requirements
The Group’s statutory capital requirements are determined in accor-
dance with The Capital Adequacy and Large Exposures Act 
(2006:1371), as well as in accordance with the regulations and general 
guidelines of the Financial Supervisory Authority’s (FFFS 2007:1) 
regarding capital adequacy and large exposures. 

the purpose of these regulations is to ensure that the Group manages 
its risks and protects the Company’s customers.

The regulations state that the Company’s capital base shall cover the 
capital requirements including the minimum capital requirement (capital 
requirement for credit risk, market risk and operational risk).

The Group’s capital situation can be summarised as follows:

Financial Group of companies 

2010 2009

Capital base

Core capital 855 365 398 690

Supplementary capital 194 994 150 000

Deduction from the entire capital base –404 604 –57 723

Capital base Net 645 755 490 967

Capital requirements, credit risks 284 374 248 887

Capital requirements, market risk 15 960 22 781

Capital requirements, operational risk 51 575 45 217

Total capital requirements 351 909 316 886

Capital cover ratio 1,84 1,55

2010 2009

Capital base

Core capital

Equity 855 365 398 690

Deductions goodwill and intangible assets 352 367 –6 494

Supplementary capital

Subordinate liabilities 194 994 150 000

Deductions from core and supplementary 
capital in accordance with Chapter 3, 
Section 7 of the Capital Adequacy Act 
regarding positions in the securitisation -52 237 -51 229

Total capital base 645 755 490 967

31 December 2010 Less than 1 year Between 1 and 2 years Between 2 and 5 years More than 5 years

Bank loans 433 958    2 693 222    

securities issued 1 023 612

Deposits from the general public 2 367 490    

Derivative instruments 1 300 041

Subordinate liabilities 24 620      24 620    262 097    

Accounts payable and other liabilities 51 060    

    

31 December 2009 Less than 1 year Between 1 and 2 years Between 2 and 5 years More than 5 years

Bank loans   116 443    3 404 343    

Deposits from the general public  2 204 767    

securities issued 19 777    1 159 239

Derivative instruments 314 811    1 159 239

Subordinate liabilities   14 625      14 625    163 744    

Accounts payable and other liabilities 22 468
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The Board of Directors’ proposed appropriation of profits is included in 
the capital base.

Specification capital requirements 2010 2009

Credit risks in accordance with the standardi-
sed method

Institute exposures 13 672 14 783

Covered Bonds 2 490

Household exposures 235 756 208 015

Unregulated items 30 481 24 927

other items 1 976 1 162

Total capital requirements for credit risks 284 374 248 887

Market risk

Exchange rate risk 15 960 22 781

Total capital requirements for market risks 15 960 22 781

Operational risks

The base method 51 575 45 217

Total capital requirements for  
operational risks 51 575 45 217

Total minimum capital requirements
Nordax complies with the minimum level for its capital base which 
corresponds to a capital base amounting to at least the total minimum 
capital requirement.

The capital base exceeds the initial capital of MSEK 45.9 (the capital 
which was required when the business received its authorisation to 
operate as a credit market company).

Capital planning
the Group’s goal regarding its capital structure is, in addition to meeting 
the statutory capital requirements, to secure its ability to continue its 
operations so that it can continue to generate returns to shareholders 
and benefits for other interested parties. In spite of the capital cover at 
the end of the financial year being assessed as more than sufficient to 
match requirements from governments and internal stress tests of the 
operations, the financial group of companies does not intend to 
distribute a dividend. The Group assesses that after a period in which 
the global financial system was exposed to stress, a further buffer of 
capital is required than the amount considered to comprise the optimal 
capital structure under normal conditions. Capitalisation is expected to 
be strengthened through the fact that no dividends to shareholders are 
planned to be distributed for 2011.

The Group’s strategies and methods for valuing and maintaining the 
capital base requirement in accordance with Chapter 2, paragraphs 1-2 
of the Capital Adequacy Act are based on its risk management. The risk 
management aims at identifying and analysing the risks to which the 
Company is exposed in its operations and at establishing appropriate 
limitations to these and also at ensuring that controls are in place. the 
risks are monitored and controls are undertaken on an on-going basis to 
ensure that the limits are not exceeded.

In the Group there are functions for independent risk control which are 
directly submitted to the Managing Director whose task it is to analyse 

the development of the risks, as well as, when needed, suggesting 
changes in the guidance protocols and processes for the overall risk 
management and as regards specific areas.

In order to assess whether the internal capital is sufficient for current and 
future operations, and in order to ensure that the capital base is of the 
correct amount and composition, the Company has its own process for 
Internal Capital Valuation (IKU). IKU is a set of regulatory requirements in 
which the company determines the amount of capital it considers 
necessary in addition to the requirements of the regulatory framework for 
capital adequacy. This process is a tool ensuring that the Company, in a 
clear and reliable manner, identifies, valuates and handles all the risks to 
which it is exposed, as well as making an assessment of the Company’s 
internal capital requirements in relation to this. This includes ensuring 
that the Company has appropriate guidance and control functions and 
risk management systems. The internal capital evaluation is performed, 
as a minimum, on an annual basis. 

The basis for the Company’s IKU is the risk identification and self-evalu-
ation workshops together with senior management. The IKU process is 
based on a method which Nordax applies on an on-going basis in order 
to manage the risks to which the Company is exposed. In short, the 
method is used to (1) identify all risk impacting operations, (2) an 
assessment of the policy, routines and other internal control functions 
existing in order to eliminate/minimise risk, (3) an assessment of the 
probability that risk will occur, and finally, (4) the effect on the Company a 
damage would entail.

Based on possible scenarios, plans are established in order to limit 
harmful effects on the Company and ensuring an adequate capital buffer 
to absorb these losses without having to do capital injections to ensure 
the minimum statutory requirements. Historical information is also 
utilised, for example, how credit losses can develop through an 
economic cycle. The Company stress tests then the need for capital to 
ensure sufficient capital supply through the worst periods observed. The 
IKU work has been documented.

Calculation of fair value
Fair value is deemed to correspond to the book value of all assets and 
liabilities in Nordax. The fair value of financial instruments traded on an 
active market (e.g. financial assets held for trading and available-for-sale 
financial assets) is based on quoted market prices on balance sheet 
date. The quoted market price used for Nordax’s financial assets is the 
current buying-rate. The fair value of financial instruments not traded on 
an active market (e.g. OTC derivatives) is determined with the aid of 
valuation techniques. The Group uses a number of different methods 
and makes assumptions based on the market conditions prevailing on 
balance sheet date. Quoted market prices or broker’s notes for similar 
instruments are utilised for long-term liabilities. Other techniques, such 
as the calculation of discounted cash flows, are used to determine the 
fair value of the remaining financial instruments. The fair value of forward 
exchange agreements is determined by the use of quoted prices for 
forward exchange agreements on balance sheet date. 

The book value, after any impairment, for accounts receivable and 
accounts payable is assumed to correspond with their fair values, as 
these items are of a short-term nature. 

Financial instruments by category. Items that are not financial 
instruments have been excluded.

Note 4 continued
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The Group

31 December 2010 Loans and receivables
Assets measured at fair 

value via income statement
Derivatives used for  

hedging purposes total

Assets in the Balance Sheet

Treasury bills eligible for 
refinancing 199 674 199 674

Lending to credit institutions 956 880 956 880

Lending to the general public 5 170 582 5 170 582

Bonds and other interest bearing 
securities 610 051 610 051

other assets 20 432 20 432

Total 6 147 894 809 725 6 957 619

Derivatives used for  
hedging purposes

Assets measured at fair 
value via income statement Other financial liabilities total

Balance sheet liabilities

Liabilities to credit institutions 2 917 355 2 917 355

Deposits from the general public 2 367 490 2 367 490

securities issued 1 014 351 1 014 351

Other liabilities 26 508 24 133 50 641

Subordinate liabilities 194 994 194 994

Total 26 508 6 518 323 6 544 831

31 December 2009 Loans and receivables
Assets measured at fair 

value via income statement
Derivatives used for  

hedging purposes total

Assets in Balance Sheet

Treasury bills eligible for refinancing 299 938 299 938

Lending to credit institutions 1 568 254 1 568 254

Lending to the general public 5 291 453 5 291 453

other assets 9 080 139 152 149 132

Total 6 868 787 299 938 139 152 7 307 877

Assets measured at fair 
value via income statement Other financial liabilities total

Balance sheet liabilities

Liabilities to credit institutions 3 321 362 3 321 362

Deposits from the general public 2 147 079 2 147 079

securities issued 1 288 997 1 288 997

Other liabilities 22 468 22 468

Subordinate liabilities 149 402 149 402

Total 6 929 308 6 929 308
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Note 6 Net interest income

the Group Parent Company

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

Interest income from the general public 576 417 695 684

Interest income from credit institutions 12 301 10 561 13 1

Total interest income 588 718 706 245 13 1

Average interest rate on interest-bearing assets in the  
Group 11,4 % (11,9 %)  

Interest expenses to the general public –61 026 –33 853

Interest expenses to credit institutions –150 011 –193 330 –2 753

Interest expenses subordinated debt –20 210 –14 623

Total interest expenses –231 247 –241 806 –2 753

Average interest rate on interest-bearing liabilities in the  
Group amounted to 4,5 % (4,1 %)    

Net interest income 357 471 464 439 –2 740 1

Of the net interest income in the Group 101,064 (139,818) is from Sweden, 168,439 (200,912)  
from Norway, 38,205 (49,686) from Denmark and 49,763 (74,023) from Finland. Net interest  
income in the parent company is from Sweden.

The table below shows financial instruments valued at fair value, based 
on the classification made in the fair value hierarchy. The different levels 
are defined as:

•  Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or 
liabilities (Level 1)

•  Other observable data for the asset or liability than quoted prices 
included in Level 1, either directly (i.e. as price quotations) or indirectly 
(i.e. derived from price quotations) (level 2).

•  Data for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market 
data (i.e. non-observable data) (Level 3)

The following table shows the Group’s assets and liabilities valued at fair 
value as of December 31, 2010.

31 December 2010 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 total

Assets in Balance sheet

Financial assets valued at 
fair value via the income 
statement

–  Treasury bills eligible   
for refinancing 199 674 199 674

– securities held for trading 610 051 610 051

Total assets 809 725 809 725

Balance sheet liabilities

Derivatives used for 
hedging purposes 26 927 26 927

Total liabilities 26 927 26 927

The following table shows the Group’s assets and liabilities valued at fair 
value as of December 31, 2009. There is missing corresponding liabilities 
at that time.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 total

31 December 2009

Assets in Balance sheet

Financial assets valued at 
fair value via the income 
statement

–  Treasury bills eligible for 
refinancing 299 938 299 938

– securities held for trading 139 152 139 152

Total assets 299 938 139 152 439 090

The fair value of financial instruments traded in active markets is based 
on quoted market prices at balance sheet date. A market is considered 
active if quoted prices from an exchange, broker, industry group, pricing 
service or supervisory body are readily and regularly available and if such 
prices represent actual and regularly occurring market transactions on an 
arm’s length basis. The quoted market price used for the Group’s 
financial assets is the current bid price. These instruments can be found 
in level 1.

The fair value of financial instruments not traded on an active market is 
determined using valuation techniques. In this respect, market 
information is used as widely as possible when it is available. If all of the 
essential inputs required for the fair value valuation of an instrument are 
observable the instrument can be found in level 2.

In cases where one or more significant inputs are not based on 
observable market information the relevant instruments is classified in 
Level 3. Some of these instruments are currently not present.

Note 5 Significant accounting estimates

Nordax has made a number of estimates and assumptions affecting the 
valuation of assets and liabilities in the financial statements. These 
estimates and assumptions are continually evaluated against previous 
experience and other factors, such as anticipated future events.

(a) Write-downs of loans receivable
The Nordax Group continually reviews its credit portfolios in order to 
identify write-down requirements. In order to determine whether any 
write-downs should be recorded in the income statement, an assess-
ment is made of whether indications have arisen of the reduction of future 

estimated cash flows from receivables in the credit portfolio. These 
indications may include a deteriorated payment status among a group of 
debtors or the presence of deteriorating socio-economic conditions 
correlating with the suspended payments in the portfolio.

Senior management utilises estimates based on historic loan losses for 
assets with the same credit risks and attributes as those in the credit 
portfolio. The methods and assumptions employed to forecast future 
cash flows are reviewed regularly to reduce the difference between 
estimated losses and actual losses.

Note 4 continued
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Note 7 Commission revenue

the Group Parent Company

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

Lending commissions 31 650 40 413

Total 31 650 40 413

       
Commission revenue items include insurance reimbursement, monthly and late fees.

Of the commissions reported by the Group, 6,641 (11, 619) is from Sweden, 19,128 (19, 179)  
from Norway, 2,557 (4,962) from Denmark and 3,324 (4,652) from Finland. The commission  
income in the Parent Company is from Sweden.

 
Note 8 Net income from financial transactions 

The results in the Group and the Parent Company refers to the net income from  
exchange rate changes in the net position and the flow in operations related to 
lending in Norwegian and Danish crowns as well as lending in Euro.

Note 9 General administrative expenses  

the Group Parent Company

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

Personnel costs

salaries and fees –41 960 –49 744

Pension costs –6 143 –5 823

social insurance charges –16 368 –16 486

other personnel costs –1 573 –3 454

Total personnel costs –66 043 –75 507

Other administrative expenses

It costs –9 648 –10 736

External services –15 423 –19 636

Costs for premises –3 388 –3 482

telephones and postage –6 451 –7 452

other –4 867 –5 906 –27

Total other administrative expenses –39 777 –47 212 –27

The item ‘External Services’ includes fees to auditors in the Group (PWC) of 1,386 (1,366),  
of which 850 (900) refers to auditing. 102 (114) auditing services in addition to the audit assignment  
and 434 (352) other services. The cost of the audit for the Parent Company is reported in Nordax Finans AB.

the Group Parent Company

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

Allocation of salaries and fees

Board Members, Managing Director and other Senior Executives 14 686 21 404

Other employees 27 274 28 340

Total 41 960 49 744

Allocation of pension costs

Board Members, Managing Director and other Senior Executives 4 278 4 149

Other employees 1 865 1 674

Total 6 143 5 823
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the Group Parent Company

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

Average number of employees (translated to full-time positions)

Women in Sweden 43 47

Men in sweden 30 29

Total 73 76

Total absence due to illness, in percentage 3,7 3,8

– long-term absence due to illness 15,3 26,3

– absence due to illness for men 1,5 1,7

– absence due to illness for women 5,2 5,1

– employees up to the age of 29 years of age 1,5 5,6

– employees between 30 and 49 years of age 4,2 3,8

– employees 50 years of age and above 2,6 1,4

Regular working hours have been defined as the available working time. This does not  
include overtime or leave from full- or part-time. The data refers to the full year.

the Group Parent Company

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

Number of women and men on the Board of Directors

– women 0 0

– men 8 5

Number of women and men in Company management

– women 3 3

– men 9 10

Guidelines for remuneration
All salaries in the Group have been charged to Nordax Finans AB 
(Nordax). Nordax basic principle is that remuneration and other terms of 
remuneration should be marketable and competitive so that Nordax can 
attract and retain skilled personnel. Basics and principles of remuneration 
to employees within Nordax is determined annually by the Board and 
follows Nordax’s remuneration policy which is based on Financial 
Supervisory Authority’s regulations and general advice on remuneration 
policies in credit institutions, securities companies and fund management 
companies (FFFS 2009:6). The policy further provides guidelines on how 

Nordax’s remuneration policy is to be applied and monitored, among 
other things, particularly with respect to ”an employee in a leading 
position” and ”employees that may affect the company’s level of risk”. As 
an ”employee in a senior position” is defined members of the manage-
ment team including the Managing Director and Executive Vice President 
(hereinafter referred to as ”Senior Executives”) and as ”employees that 
may affect their level of risk” are defined Senior Executives, Compliance 
Officer as well as Financial Risk Controller in the Finance Department. 
Nordax’s remuneration policy is available on Nordax’s website www.
nordaxfinans.se.

Remuneration and other benefits in 2010

Base salary / Directors fees Variable remuneration Pension costs total

Board Members and Managing Director 6 654 1 180 1 528 9 362

Other Senior Executives (nine persons) 10 359 4 071 2 750 17 180

Remuneration and other benefits in 2009

Base salary / Directors fees Variable remuneration Pension costs total

Board Members and Managing Director 3 222 784 804 4 810

Other Senior Executives (11 persons) 13 385 4 013 3 345 20 743

Note 9 continued

Variable remuneration during 2010
After approval by the Board a common bonus was paid out to all 
Nordax’s employees in connection with the December salary 2010. The 
payment of this bonus aimed at reflecting the company’s appreciation for 
the work that had been undertaken during the year and was paid out as 
a fixed amount of one and a half month’s salary for Senior Executives and 
a half month’s salary to other employees. For Nordax’s Senior Executives 
as well as two additional employees, which in accordance with Nordax’s 
remuneration policy were deemed as ”employees that may affect the 
company’s level of risk”, 60% of the bonus has been postponed for 3 
years. The bonus amount is included in the total variable compensation 
as reported for in the table.

During 2010 remuneration was also paid out to six of the Senior 
Executives in connection with the Group receiving new majority owners in 
June 2010. These payments were paid out as fixed amounts, and were 
based on previously entered remuneration agreements with the 
respective Senior Executives. The bonus amounts were in accordance 
with the remuneration agreements fall due on the possible sale of the 
nordax Group. the amount of remuneration to six of the senior 
Executives is included in the total variable remuneration as reported in the 
table but does not affect costs for 2010 as these amounts were 
previously reserved when the respective remuneration agreements were 
established.
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Note 10 Loan losses, net

the Group Parent Company

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

Homogenous receivables valued by category

Write-downs for the year regarding established loan losses –203 736 –243 238

Payments received on previous year’s established loan losses 68 609 39 311

Provisions for loan losses 29 389 –5 886

Annual loan losses for receivables valued by category  
and loan losses –105 738 –209 813

 
Note 11 Income tax on profit/loss for the year

the Group Parent Company

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

1 Jan 2010– 
31 Dec 2010

1 Jan 2009– 
31 Dec 2009

Difference between reported tax expenses and tax  
expenses based on current tax rates

Reported profit before taxes 117 179 182 343 –2 767 1

tax according to current tax rates –30 816 –47 956 728 –0

Tax effect of non-deductible expenses –114 –87

tax effect of deferred tax assets due to a reduced tax rate –662

Tax on net profit for the year according to income statement –30 930 –48 706 728 –0

Tax rates

the current tax rate is the tax rate for Group income tax.  
The tax rate is 26,3 %. 

the Group Parent Company

2010 2009 2010 2009

Deferred tax assets

Deferred tax assets to be utilised after a period greater than 12 months 969 1 839

Deferred tax assets to be utilised within a period of 12 months  2 541 4 212

Deferred tax assets according to the balance sheet 3 510 6 051

The deferred tax asset relating to temporary differences in accrued 
arrangement fees for loans.

the Group Parent Company

2010 2009 2010 2009

Deferred tax expenses/revenue for the year

Deferred tax expenses referring to temporary differences -2 541 -4 875

Deferred tax in income statement -2 541 -4 875

the Group Parent Company

2010 2009 2010 2009

Tax referring to items reported directly against equity  

Tax effect of Group contributions 237 0 728 3 295

Total 237 0 728 3 295
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Note 12 Treasury bills eligible for refinancing  

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

the swedish state 199 674 299 938

Note 13 Lending to credit institutions  

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Swedish Banks 956 880 1 568 254 2 513 191

Of the Group’s lending to credit institutions is included 346,091 
(193,060) in assets pledged for liabilities to credit institutions. 

Note 14 Lending to the general public  

the Group Parent Company

2010 2009 2010 2009

Fixed assets

Households 5 170 582 5 291 453

Of the Group item, 5,021,339 (5,199,441) is included in assets pledged 
for liabilities to credit institutions and securities issued. Lending takes 
place in the respective country’s currency, Geographical distribution is 
presented in note 4.

Of total lending, 4,657,255 has a maturity of more than one year.  

Note 15 Bonds and other interest bearing securities 

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Holdings divided by issuer

swedish municipalities 298 773

Swedish mortgage bonds 
(secured bonds) 311 278

Total 610 051
      
All holdings are listed and have a maturity of less than one year.

Note 16 Shares in Group companies 

Parent 
Company

share  
of equity

share  
of voting 

power
Number  

of shares Book value

2010 2009

nordax Holding 
second AB 100 % 100 % 5 204 037 162 003 12 895

Total 162 003 12 895

Note 17 Tangible assets  

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Fixed assets

Acquisition value at beginning of 
year 9 620 8 824

–  acquisitions during the year 2 116 1 174

– disposals during the year –787 –378

Acquisition value at year-end 10 949 9 620

Accumulated depreciation/
amortisation at beginning of year –5 812 –4 232

–  depreciation/amortisation for 
the year –1 896 –1 958

– disposals during the year 787 378

Accumulated depreciation/
amortisation at year-end –6 921 –5 812

Book value 4 028 3 808

    
All tangible assets refer to inventories, installations and equipment.

Note 18 Intangible assets    

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Fixed assets

Acquisition value at beginning 
of year 21 153 20 064

– acquisitions during the year – 1 089

– disposals during the year – –

Acquisition value at year-end 21 153 21 153

Accumulated depreciation/
amortisation at beginning of 
year –14 659 –10 837

–  depreciation/amortisation  
for the year –3 253 –3 822

– disposals during the year – –

Accumulated depreciation/
amortisation at year-end –17 912 –14 659

Book value 3 241 6 494

      
All intangible assets are internally generated software development 
costs.

Note 19 Current tax recoverables  

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Current tax recoverables 12 257

The amount relates to the difference between tax for the year and preli-
minary tax paid for the corresponding period.
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Note 20 Other assets   

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Market value of currency 
swaps 139 152

Receivables from the 
SCL-companies

Receivables from Group 
companies

other 1 331 298

Total 1 331 139 450

 
Accounting of changes in value of derivatives, see Note 23.   

Note 21 Liabilities to credit institutions   

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Foreign Banks 2 917 355 3 321 362

Total 2 917 355 3 321 362

For the liabilities above, collateral has been provided  in an amount of 
5,021,339 (4,033,958) for all receivables attributable to
Lending to the general public and 346,091 (84,923) for Lending to credit 
institutions.

Granted credit amounts to 3,546,355 (3,642,180)

Note 22 Deposits from the general public 

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Deposit account 2 367 490 2 147 079

Total 2 367 490 2 147 079

Note 23 Securities issued

the Group Parent Company

Interest rate 2010 2009 2010    2009

Class A EUR 57,500,000 floating rate note due June 2025 LIBOR + 0,14% 517 067 711 634

Class B EUR 13,450,000 floating rate note due June 2025 LIBOR + 0,33% 120 949 138 918

Class C EUR 5,850,000 floating rate note due June 2025 LIBOR + 0,58% 52 606 60 422

Class D EUR 31,100,000 floating rate note due June 2025 LIBOR + 0,88% 279 666 321 216

Class E EUR 4,900,000 floating rate note due June 2025 LIBOR + 3,00% 44 063 56 807

Total 1 014 351 1 288 997

Note 24 Current tax liabilities 

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Current tax liabilities 3 421

The liability refers to the difference between the tax cost for the year and 
preliminary tax paid for the corresponding period.

Note 25 Other liabilities   

the Group Parent Company

 2010 2009 2010  2009

Accounts payable 3 848 2 157

Liabilities to Group 
companies 902 2 293 20

Market value of currency 
swaps 26 508

other 3 806 5 130 100 100

Total 35 064 7 287 2 393 120
    

Note 26 Subordinated liabilities 

the Group Parent Company

2010 2009 2010 2009

Subordinated loans 194 994 149 402

Total 194 994 149 402

 
    

Securities have been issued in EUR. The foreign exchange position is 
entirely matched by an interest and currency swap. Per 31 December 
2010, the swap had a negative value of 26,508 (139,152), equivalent to 
EUR 2,945 (13,445). The swap runs until 2025. The amount of the debt 
in EUR above is the nominal value, excluding periodised arrangement 
fees. In the income statement, exchange rate fluctuations relating to 

issued securities of – 165,660 (96,138) have been presented net against 
changes in the value of the swap of 165,660 (-96,138).

For the liabilities above, 993,815 (1,085,483) has been pledged as 
collateral for “Lending to the general public” as has 105,297 (108,137) 
been pledged as collateral for “Lending to credit institutions”.
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Note 27 Provisions 

the Group Parent Company

2010 2009 2010 2009

Provisions for pensions and 
similar commitments 7 935

Total 7 935
 
In 2009, there were a number of employees for which the company had 
undertaken a commitment for a bonus in the event the Company or the 
Group would be sold to existing shareholders. The agreement has been 
settled during 2010. 

Note 28 Pledged assets 

the Group Parent Company

  2010 2009 2010 2009

Assets pledged for own 
liabilities

Lending to the general 
public 5 021 339 5 119 441

Lending to credit 
institutions 346 091 193 060

Total 5 367 430 5 312 501
 

Proposed appropriation of profits for the parent company

The Annual General Meeting has, at its disposal:

Profit brought forward SEK 102 147 596  

Net profit/loss for the year SEK –2 039 303

TOTAL SEK 100 108 293

Group contributions have been paid to Nordax Holding Second 

AB of 2,767 (–1) .

The Board of Directors proposes that unappropriated earnings 

be carried forward.

Stockholm, 16 March 2011

 Richard Pym Christian A. Beck Arne Bernroth

 Chairman

 Andrew Rich Daryl Cohen Morten Falch 

 Per Bodlund Johan Franzén

our audit report was presented on  

Öhrlings PricewaterhouseCoopers AB

Johan Månsson

Authorised Public Accountant

Note 29 Transactions with related parties

The Group has carried out no significant transactions with related parties 
other than those contained in the proposed distribution of profits.

Note 30 Contingent liabilities

Neither the Group nor the Parent Company has any contingent liabilities.

Note 31 Significant events after balance sheet date

No significant events to report.



Nordax at a glance

nordax Holding aB and the nordax Group was originally 

established in 2003 and is operating through the company 

nordax Finans aB (publ). nordax has gained a position as 

one of the leading niche consumer loan and saving busi-

nesses in the nordic region. the experienced management 

team has developed a unique business model that has been 

proven to deliver attractive products, low risk and competi-

tive returns. From a centralised and highly scalable platform, 

nordax provides unsecured loans to individuals of good 

credit standing across the nordic region. nordax’s advanced 

credit assessment process ensures that the risk to both the 

customer and the lender is contained. nordax has a total of 

70,000 active loan customers in sweden, norway, denmark 

and Finland. with funding from major banks, from investors 

in the aBs markets and deposits from the public, nordax 

has a sustainable and diverse funding base. in addition, 

nordax has a capitalisation ratio which is almost double the 

required level and a liquidity coverage ratio six times the 

required level as stipulated by Basel iii. nordax Finans aB 

(publ) is a public limited liability company and a registered 

creditmarket company under supervision of the swedish 

Financial supervisory authority. 

a U d i t  r e p o r t

Audit report

To the annual meeting of the shareholders of Nordax Holding AB

Corporate identity number 556647–6718 

we have audited the annual accounts, the consolidated ac-

counts, the accounting records and the administration of the 

board of directors and the managing director of nordax Holding 

aB  for the year 2010. the company’s annual accounts and the 

consolidated accounts are included in the printed version on 

pages 30–48.the board of directors and the managing director 

are responsible for these accounts and the administration of the 

company as well as for the application of the annual accounts 

act for Credit institutions and securities Companies when pre-

paring the annual accounts and the application of international 

fi nancial reporting standards iFrss as adopted by the eU and 

the annual accounts act when preparing the consolidated ac-

counts. our responsibility is to express an opinion on the annual 

accounts, the consolidated accounts and the administration 

based on our audit. 

we conducted our audit in accordance with generally ac-

cepted auditing standards in sweden. those standards require 

that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assur-

ance that the annual accounts and the consolidated accounts 

are free of material misstatement. an audit includes examining, 

on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclo-

sures in the accounts. an audit also includes assessing the 

accounting principles used and their application by the board 

of directors and the managing director and signifi cant estimates 

made by the board of directors and the managing director when 

preparing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts as 

well as evaluating the overall presentation of information in the 

annual accounts and the consolidated accounts. as a basis for 

my (our) opinion concerning discharge from liability, we exam-

ined signifi cant decisions, actions taken and circumstances of 

the company in order to be able to determine the liability, if any, 

to the company of any board member or the managing director. 

we also examined whether any board member or the manag-

ing director has, in any other way, acted in contravention of the 

Companies act, the annual accounts act or the articles of as-

sociation. we believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis 

for our opinion set out below.

the annual accounts have been prepared in accordance 

with the annual accounts for Credit institutions and securi-

ties Companies and give a true and fair view of the company’s 

fi nancial position and results of operations in accordance with 

generally accepted accounting principles in sweden. the 

consolidated accounts have been prepared in accordance with 

international fi nancial reporting standards iFrss as adopted 

by the eU and the annual accounts act for Credit institutions 

and securities Companies and give a true and fair view of the 

group’s fi nancial position and results of operations. the statu-

tory administration report is consistent with the other parts of 

the annual accounts and the consolidated accounts.

we recommend to the annual meeting of shareholders 

that the income statements and balance sheets of the parent 

company and the group be adopted, that the profi t of the par-

ent company be dealt with in accordance with the proposal in 

the administration report and that the members of the board of 

directors and the managing director be discharged from liability 

for the fi nancial year.

stockholm march 18, 2011

pricewaterhouseCoopers aB

Johan Månsson

authorized public accountant 
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•  FSA approval 
•   Launch of lending activi-

ties in sweden
•   Corporate funding facility 

with danske Bank
•   Warehousing funding 

facility with Barclays

•   Launch of lending activity 
in norway

•   Expansion through central 
platform

•   Warehousing funding 
facility with Citibank

•   Launch of lending activity 
in denmark

•   Warehousing funding 
facility with deutsche Bank

•   ABS term transaction in 
the european aBs market

Milestones

•  Nordax is established
•   Equity funding secured from 

palamon Capital partners
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